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Chapter 1: Introduction
Engineering design is a multi-phase iterative process that uses various tools to create
better products. Graphical representations of design information help engineers to create
visual descriptions to better understand the processes, needs, and opportunities in the
earlier design stages. Functional modeling is a well-known design tool that graphically
connects the subfunctions and flows throughout a product. This tool is helpful because it
allows designers to visualize the functions that each component performs and ensure that
the overall requirements are being met. Investing time in the early stages of design can
help minimize problems that might arise in later stages when the cost of making changes
is much higher, such as discovering a design problem after manufacturing has begun. Due
to the potential complexity of products, making a functional model can take a prohibitive
amount of time, even for experienced designers. They can also be highly subjective and
vary widely between different designers. Because of the time requirements, complexity,
and subjective variability, functional modeling is often omitted from the design process,
despite the benefits it can provide.
Design repositories are databases that contain information about products at various
levels of specificity. They can be used to make more informed decisions based on data
from previous designs. In the same way that a library is useful if the information is
accessible, recognizable, and thorough, a design repository can be a source of information
from which users can easily convert design information into knowledge through data.
Functional models are an important part of design repositories because they provide a
visual summation of the product in a unique and effective manner that is impossible with
text.
Humans use automation as a common solution to problems of difficulty, inconsistency,
and repetition, which are the same problems that exist with functional modeling. Therefore, this work focuses on a method for automating and validating functional modeling.
Automating functional modeling will reduce the time required to make them, and increase accuracy and consistency between designers. Removing the barriers to utilizing
this design tool serves two main purposes: 1) to increase the use and consistency of
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functional models in the early design stages and improve product outcomes, and 2) to
increase the prevalence of functional models in design repositories and improve future
data-driven design decisions.
Automating functional modeling begins with data mining, a process that uses previous
data to extract new information. In this work, the data comes from a design repository
of product information that we analyze for existing relationships; then we use those
relationships to predict future results. We validate the predicted results with existing
information to find the accuracy of the automation and implement several safeguards to
reduce bias in the accuracy calculations.
There are several variables in the automation process that affect the accuracy of the
results. Iterating through ranges of these values allows us to find the best combinations
for these variables based on the dataset that we use. This optimization is a generic
method that can be applied to any data-mining and prediction algorithm to maximize
accuracy.
To summarize, this work focuses on the following steps toward automating functional
modeling:
1. Extract information from a design repository
2. Find patterns within the repository with data-mining techniques
3. Use data-mining information to predict future results
4. Validate predictions with existing information
5. Optimize variables in prediction algorithm
The following sections introduce and briefly summarize the separate works and my
contributions. Figure 1.1 shows a timeline of the submission of each paper that helps
place the evolution of ideas into perspective.
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of Work

1.1 Early Phases and Non-Primary Author Work
1.1.1 Form Follows Form
The introduction and background sections of the first manuscript in this document
(sections 2.2 & 2.3, respectively) contain information about the foundations of this work.
To avoid redundancy, this section will focus on previous work that inspired some of
the theories and methods that we use. In Form Follows Form [1], the authors use the
information in the Design Repository to introduce a method for finding and sorting
subfunctions by frequency within a component. They track the sum of frequencies
for subfunctions and flows separately and apply a threshold to find the most common
subfunctions and flows for each component. We use this same method but with both the
subfunctions and flows as a single combination for each component.
Combining subfunctions and flows into a single item is more representative of how the
information is used and portrayed in a functional model, which shows the subfunctions
throughout a flow. Combining them also prevents any issues that can be caused in
automation by predicting impossible combinations of the most common subfunctions
and flows. For example, if the Form Follows Form approach found the most common
subfunction to be position and the second most common flow to be thermal energy, it
might say a common combination is position thermal energy, which is an impossible
combination despite the subfunction and flow being common in different combinations.
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1.1.2 ICED Paper
Appendix A contains the first paper that we wrote in the beginning stages of exploring
automating functional modeling [2]. This method used an association rule learning algorithm to find functions and flows that fell within support, confidence, and lift thresholds
(these are attributes of the association rule method and are explained in section A.2.3).
The results of the algorithm were function and flow combinations for each component.
This paper used a dataset of 12 products from Black & Decker to find the associations
between component, function, and flow. The results were verified with a single product,
a Delta jigsaw, which we used to simply say which of the associations found in the Black
& Decker set were also in the jigsaw. The Black & Decker dataset was chosen because
it is the largest dataset in the repository from a single manufacturer and most of the
products are power tools, which we thought would be better for finding associations with
the jigsaw as a test case. This idea of similarity between training and testing data is
explored further in all of the work that follows this.
For my specific contribution, I validated the results of the algorithm by comparing
the actual functions and flows of a product with the predicted functions and flows. This
method used a single product to validate the predicted function and flow combinations for
each component and did not quantify the accuracy. I analyzed the results manually with a
spreadsheet, which helped inform and inspire the future iterations that eventually became
the automated validation and accuracy-finding methods that appear in the following work.

1.1.3 DCC Paper
Appendix B contains the second paper that we wrote as an evolution from the association
rule method [3]. Instead of using the association rule metrics of support, confidence, and
lift, we found the frequency of each combination of component, function, and flow. This
number is numerically equivalent to the confidence metric in association rules, but the
process of finding the frequency is easier and quicker to implement than the association
rule algorithms. This paper also used the same threshold process from the Form Follows
Form approach to find the function and flow combinations that occur most often.
One of the main changes that evolved in this paper was the amount of data that
we used for analysis. After automating the process in Python, we were able to quickly
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find the frequencies of component, function, and flow combinations from all of the 140
consumer products in the design repository. Our previous work used 12 products.
Another main evolution in this paper was the validation method. Our previous work
simply said whether or not a predicted combination of component, function, and flow was
correct based on whether or not those combinations existed in a single product. This work
used a well-studied metric known as the F-score to find the accuracy by cross-validating
the entire dataset with itself.
In this work, we hypothesized that we could increase the accuracy of the automated
generation of functional models if we only found the functions and flows for components
in products that shared a similar component that was central to the functionality of
the products. For example, one of our datasets only contained products with a blade
component, such as jigsaws, lawnmowers, and food slicers. We found that restricting the
dataset based on a single component does not increase the accuracy of the automation,
and the following work explores a more robust method to refine datasets by similarity.
For my specific contribution to this paper, I helped develop the main ideas that serve
as a basis for the research and methods that we used. I also wrote the software that
performed the methods and produced all of the results. I wrote the methods section
about the software and validation, the background and literature review sections that
pertain to the methods, and the results section that pertains to the validation.

1.1.4 IDETC Weighted Confidence Paper
Appendix C contains a paper that evolved as an offshoot of our method while working
on the paper in Appendix B. In this paper, we develop a new metric that simply conveys
some of the information that we thought was missing from the results of automating
functional representations [4]. There is a wide range of data in the Design Repository,
and simply using the frequency of a combination of component, function, and flow in an
automation algorithm can misrepresent the confidence that we have in the results.
For example, if a component is only in one product in the repository and has two
function-flow combinations, then the frequency of each combination is 50%. This is a
relatively high frequency and can instill a false sense of confidence in the results. To
account for this, we developed a metric that we call weighted confidence that accounts for
the prevalence and consistency of a component-function-flow combination (CFF). The
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prevalence is how often a combination occurs, and consistency represents the variability
of combinations for each component. We combine these two values of prevalence and
consistency into a single metric of weighted confidence. The weighted confidence metric
allows us to return frequency results with a richer set of information for a designer to
make decisions or for future automation algorithms to use.
For my specific contribution to this paper, I helped identify the need and develop
the metric. I also wrote the software that produced the results that we used and I wrote
various segments throughout the paper.

1.2 Primary Author Work
1.2.1 IDETC Optimization Paper
Chapter 2 contains a paper that builds upon the methods developed in our previous work
and adds additional functionality to the algorithms that we use [5]. For the main method
in this paper, we optimized the threshold variables that we used in the classification
algorithm. This work also explored an optimized and stratified training set to reduce the
size and computational expense.
This paper used a similar cross-validation method as the paper in Appendix B and
used the same metrics for accuracy. While the paper in Appendix B used componentspecific datasets based on a single similar component, this paper developed a method
to find the similarity between each combination of products in the 139-product dataset.
We iterated through different thresholds of similarity to calculate average accuracy and
found that only using highly similar products in the training set was not beneficial to
the overall accuracy.
Instead of limiting datasets by the similarity of components in the products, we
reduced a dataset that only contained the products that were most often found in the
"best" training sets. We defined the "best" training sets as those that were: 1) small (less
than 40 products), 2) had high average accuracy, and 3) covered a high percentage of all
of the component basis terms in the full dataset. This third point allowed us to ensure
that the "best" training sets were representative of the full dataset, while points one and
two helped us ensure it was small and accurate. The optimized dataset was 78% smaller
than the full dataset and achieved 96% of the accuracy with 50% less computation time.
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For my specific contribution to this paper, I created the method and I wrote all of
the sections and the code used to obtain the results.

1.2.2 JOSS Paper
Chapter 3 contains a paper that highlights the purpose and features of the research code
that we have been using to perform our methods in language that is accessible to a
non-specialist audience. In addition to this short paper, the journal requires thorough
tests and documentation of the code in a specific format that enables other users to easily
install and use the software. The journal also requires that the software is open-source
and registered with a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) on an open-access repository.
Most of the code for the Python software package is in Appendix D.
For my specific contribution to this paper, I wrote all of the sections as well as the
associated software, documentation, and tests.
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Optimizing an Algorithm for Data Mining a Design Repository to
Automate Functional Modeling

Alex Mikes, Katherine Edmonds, Robert B. Stone, Bryony DuPont
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Chapter 2: IDETC Optimzation Paper: "Optimizing an Algorithm for
Data Mining a Design Repository to Automate Functional Modeling"
2.1 ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to find the optimum values for threshold variables used
in a data mining and prediction algorithm. We also minimize and stratify a training set
to find the optimum size based on how well it represents the whole dataset. Our specific
focus is automating functional models, but the method can be applied to any dataset with
a similar structure. We iterate through different values for two of the threshold variables
in this process and cross-validate to calculate the average accuracy and find the optimum
values for each variable. We optimize the training set by reducing the size by 78% and
stratifying the data, whereby we achieve an accuracy that is 96% as good as the whole
training set and takes 50% less time. These optimum values can be used to better predict
the functions and flows of any future product based on its constituent components, which
can be used to generate a complete functional model.

2.2 INTRODUCTION
There are many tools to help design engineers in the early phases of modern product
design[1]. Functional decomposition is one of the tools that takes considerable investment
to master but offers key insights during the concept generation phase. This is a wellknown technique that discretely connects the subfunctions and flows in a product that
can be formatted in a graphical representation known as a functional model.
Functional models are helpful in the early design phase because they allow the designer
to visualize the subfunctions and flows throughout a product and ensure adherence to the
customer requirements[2] [3]. However, they may be highly subjective, time-consuming,
and difficult to make, which is why they are often omitted from the design process
[4]. Previous work has helped to standardize the words used for functions and flows to
increase consistency in the language, known as the Functional Basis terms[5] [6]. There
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are also Component Basis terms, which help increase consistency in the language of
product components [7]. Despite this work, functional models are still highly subjective
and variable in terms of format and accuracy [8]. Automating the process of making
functional models will increase the use of this helpful tool in the early design phases by
decreasing the amount of time required to make them and increasing the accuracy and
consistency between different designers as data is entered into the repository.
The ultimate goal of this research is to automate the generation of functional models
to serve two purposes: 1) ease the workload associated with archiving products digitally;
2) increase the likelihood that designers will utilize a functional decomposition approach
during product design. This paper primarily reports on effects that align with purpose 1.
In order to accomplish this, we first automate the process of finding the functions and
flows that a product’s constituent components usually perform. After finding the most
common functions and flows, we can order them based on simple guidelines known as
grammar rules, which dictate the order of functions and flows within a component [9]
[10] [8]. If our algorithm found the most common functions and flows of an electric cord
component to be export electrical energy, transfer electrical energy, and import electrical
energy, an example of grammar rules would be that import must come before export and
transfer must come before export for the same flow. The linear functional chain for the
flow of electrical energy would then be: import electrical energy → transfer electrical
energy → export electrical energy. After finding the linear functional chains of every
component in a product, we can then combine them all into a functional model based
on the connections of components within the product.
In this process of automating the functional chains of components, there are several
variables in the algorithm that determine which functions and flows are predicted to be
in future components. This work focuses on optimizing these variables to find the values
that give the highest accuracy with the least amount of time spent on computation.
In our previous work, we hypothesized that we could increase the accuracy of the
automated generation of functional models if we only found the functions and flows
for components in products that shared a similar component that was central to the
functionality of the products[11]. For example, one of our datasets only contained products
with a blade component, such as jigsaws, lawnmowers, and food slicers. We found that
restricting the dataset based on a single component does not increase the accuracy of
the automation. This work explores this idea further by developing the overall similarity
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between products that encompass more than a single component and tests if learning from
highly similar products is any better at predicting functions and flows than somewhat
similar products.
Our previous work also showed that increasing the size of the dataset used for data
mining increases the accuracy of our automation algorithm. When restricting the dataset
based on similar components, we were essentially restricting the extent of that data from
which the algorithm could learn. This work explores this idea further to find if there is a
limit to the increase in accuracy with an increase in size.

2.3 BACKGROUND
A design repository is a database that stores product data that can be used to inform
data-driven design decisions [12]. In this work, be create an algorithm that mines data
from a design repository that stores component-centric design information about products.
This multi-decade project is housed at Oregon State University and it is simply called
The Design Repository1 [12] [13] [14] [15] [10].
Similarity in design has been studied to increase consistency and understand the
overlap between products in a product family within the portfolio of a company [16]. If
a company can make a modular base of designs, it can quickly adapt to changes in the
market with negligible changes in design and manufacturing processes, allowing them to
put products on the market cheaper and faster [17]. There are many ways to measure the
similarity between products [18]. This work measures the similarity between products
as the percentage of components that they have in common. The similarity metric is
calculated for all products in the dataset and then used for creating subsets of the data
in the optimization, but any similarity metric could be substituted into the algorithm.

2.3.1 Data Mining, Classifiers, and Cross-Validation
Data mining is the process of examining information and recording patterns to discover
knowledge about data [19]. A common use of data mining is to create a tool called
a classifier, which uses the patterns found within data to predict if a new observation
1

A
basic
web
interface
for
ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse

The

Design

Repository

is

available

at
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belongs to a class [20]. An example would be a classifier that predicts if an email is
spam or not spam and moves them either to the spam folder or the regular inbox [21].
The classifier is “trained” by mining a dataset that contains examples of emails that are
labeled as either spam or not spam, it finds the patterns within the data, and uses that
information to predict if any other email is spam or not spam [22]. The accuracy can be
quantified by making predictions for emails that are already labeled and recording the
number of correct and incorrect predictions.
A classifier does not know the class to which the new observation belongs– instead it
calculates a probability of class membership and the designer chooses the threshold of
probability to switch between classes. This is known as a classification threshold, and it
is directly linked to the accuracy of a classifier [23]. For example, if a designer sets the
classification threshold for a spam email classifier at 99%, it would only label emails as
spam that have a very high probability of being spam. This would not label very many
emails as spam and there is a good chance that some spam emails would end up in the
regular inbox. However, if a designer sets the classification threshold to 50% then there
is a good chance that some emails that are not spam would be mis-classified as spam
and moved to the spam folder, which is why some companies suggest you check your
spam folder to find missing emails from them. The classification threshold determines
the accuracy of the classifier and the optimum classification threshold changes for each
dataset. This work data mines a dataset with product information, uses a classifier to
learn the most common functions and flows for a component, and calculates the accuracy
at different classification thresholds to find the best value for each dataset.
Optimizing a classification threshold is not a novel topic, and many researchers have
shown effective methods for finding the best values for these numbers in imbalanced
datasets such as ours (we describe how our data is imbalanced in the next section on the
F1 score) [24]. Due to the unique structure of product data, it is not helpful to use these
methods because they require analyzing all components as if they are product-agnostic.
As designers, we know that the components of a product are intentionally symbiotic,
and analyzing them independently of each other would be diminishing the work of the
designers that created these products. A generalized example structure of our product
data is shown in Table 2.1.
A common tool for calculating the accuracy of a classifier is known as cross-validation.
This general term refers to any method that separates the original dataset into two parts:
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Table 2.1: EXAMPLE PRODUCT DATA STRUCTURE
Product ID
Product 1

Component
Component 1
Component 2
Component 1

Product 2

Component 2

Function-Flow
Function-Flow 1
Function-Flow 2
Function-Flow 3
Function-Flow 1
Function-Flow 2
Function-Flow 1
Function-Flow 1
Function-Flow 2
Function-Flow 3

one used for training and one used for testing [25]. The training set is the information that
the data-mining algorithm uses to find patterns and train the classifier. The testing set
is the information used to test the classifier and calculate how well it performed. Testing
with data from which the classifier did not learn is essential for reducing bias in the results
[26]. Due to the variability in most datasets, cross-validation is often performed multiple
times with different testing and training sets and averaged over all iterations. There are
several methods of cross-validation, for this work we use leave-one-out cross-validation.
As the name suggests, we pull a single product from the dataset to act as the testing
data, and the remaining products constitute the training set [27].

2.3.2 Precision, Recall, and the F1 Score
Simple accuracy for a classifier is a ratio of the correct predictions to the total predictions,
This number does not give a holistic representation of how well the classifier performs for
most datasets, including ours. To account for the variety of ways in which a classifier can
be correct and incorrect, we use the metrics of precision, recall, and the F1 score. The
F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and is a replacement for simple
accuracy.
A classifier learns from the training set to predict whether or not an item from the
testing set is within a class, and that prediction is validated based on the known data
from the testing set. Simply counting correct responses misses some of the additional
ways in which the automation can be wrong. Precision, recall, and the F1 score account
for these cases by using the confusion matrix shown in Table B.1 to calculate ratios of
the true positives, false positives, and false negatives [28].
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Table 2.2: ACCURACY CONFUSION MATRIX

Actual?

Yes
No

Predicted?
Yes
No
True Positive False Negative
False Positive True Negative

Looking at the calculation for simple accuracy in Equation 2.1, if the value for True
Negative was much larger than any other value, the accuracy would tend toward 100%.
The abbreviations in the equations–TP, TN, FP, and FN –correspond to the values in
the confusion matrix in Table B.1 of True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and
False Negative, respectively. Consider a classifier that looks at medical data and predicts
whether or not a patient has Parkinson’s Disease. According to records, approximately
one percent of people over the age of 60 have Parkinson’s Disease [29]. If the classifier
said that every patient over 60 did not have Parkinson’s, it would be right 99% of the
time because this is a True Negative and most people don’t have Parkinson’s. This high
accuracy is misleading and not helpful. Our data is similarly imbalanced and simple
accuracy is a misleading indicator of automation performance. Precision, recall, and the
F1 score account for this imbalance and give a better understanding of the accuracy of a
classifier.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(2.1)

Precision is the ratio of correct predictions to all predictions made by the classifier
(Eqn. (B.1)). This number is the ratio of predictions that were identified as being in the
product that are actually in the product.
Recall is the ratio of correct predictions to all actual results made by the classifier
(Eqn. (B.2)). This number is the ratio of the actual results that were correctly predicted.
Recall is representative of the confidence that no positives have been missed and precision
is representative of the confidence in the True Positives.
The F1 Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and equally balances the
importance of the two metrics. The harmonic mean is defined as the reciprocal of the
arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of the observations. For two numbers, this equation
simplifies to the version shown in Eqn. (B.3) as the harmonic mean of Precision and
Recall. This combination of values replaces the simple accuracy metric and provides
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more meaningful insight into the ability of an automation algorithm to predict results.
Due to the multiplication in the numerator, very low values of precision or recall will
have very low F1 scores.
P recision =
Recall =
F1 =

TP
TP + FP

TP
TP + FN

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

The F1 score is one variation of the general F score in which the values of precision
and recall are equally weighted in the harmonic mean. The F1 score is preferred for
datasets that have disproportionate values for True Negative results when the cost of a
wrong prediction is not very high. This can be changed, for example, if the cost of a false
positive is high (misdiagnosing a disease), then an F2 score can be used to weight the
precision value differently in the harmonic mean.
This work uses the F1 score to calculate the accuracy of a classifier at different
classification and similarity thresholds.

2.4 METHODS
While the ultimate goal of this research is to generate functional models for a product
based on its constituent components, the intermediate step is to predict the functions and
flows for each component individually. We accomplish this by finding the most common
functions and flows for each component and assuming that future components will likely
have some of the same results. This work and the following methods focus on optimizing
two of the variables in this process that are used to tune the algorithm that generates
a functional model, which are not the same steps that we use when strictly predicting
functions and flows for the components of a product. The results of the optimization
approach will help us increase the accuracy of the predictions and create better functional
models.
We separate the dataset into two parts: the testing set and the training set. The
testing set is a single product because the input for the automatic generation of functional
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models is a single product. The training set is some subset of the rest of the products
that are above a threshold of similarity (the similarity threshold is expanded upon later).
In this work, the dataset of all consumer products within the design repository consists
of 139 products, so each testing set is one product and the training sets consist of some
subset of the remaining 138 products. The testing set is comprised of products for which
the functions and flows are known for each component, so that information is used to
verify what the automation algorithm predicts, and we calculate how well the algorithm
performed with the F1 score.
The overall algorithm is shown below. Each step is detailed in the following sections.
1. Query repository
2. Compute similarity between all products
3. Iterate through different values for two algorithm variables
4. Cross-validate dataset to find accuracy for each combination of variables
5. Find optimal values for variables

2.4.1 Query Repository and Find Similarity
We query for the product ID, component, subfunction, and inflow data for each consumer
product in the repository. This data is imported to Python v3.7 for computation 2 [30].
For this work, the similarity between each product is determined by the percentage of
components they have in common. The similarities are computed for each combination
of products in an n x n matrix with the product IDs as the row and column headers.
The main diagonal of this matrix consists of ones because every product is 100% similar
to itself, but the matrix is not symmetric because each product can contain a different
number of components. For example, consider a case where Product 1 has 20 components
and Product 2 has 40 components. If they have 10 components in common, the similarity
between Product 1 and Product 2 is 10/20 = 50%, but the similarity between Product 2
and Product 1 is 10/40 = 25%. The first product of the pair is known as the "generating"
2
The software used for all of the computation in this and previous work is available at
https://github.com/AlexMikes/AutoFunc
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product. A 5x5 subset of the 139x139 similarity matrix is shown in Table 2.3 (The same
matrix is in Appendix A with product names instead of product IDs).
Table 2.3: 5x5 SUBSET OF SIMILARITY MATRIX
ID

286

203

206

288

591

286

1.000

0.294

0.192

0.667

0.313

203

0.263

1.000

0.269

0.556

0.313

206

0.263

0.412

1.000

0.778

0.438

288

0.316

0.294

0.269

1.000

0.188

591

0.263

0.294

0.269

0.333

1.000

2.4.2 Cross-Validate Dataset to Find Accuracy
As described in the background (section 2.3.1), we use leave-one-out cross-validation to
calculate the accuracy of our classifier. At the beginning of each iteration, one product
is extracted from the main dataset and it is used as the testing set. The rest of the
products are eligible to be in the training set but are only used if they fall within the
threshold of similarity with the product in the testing set (we explain the process of
selecting products for the training set in the next subsection). Once training and testing
sets have been established, we use the training set to find and predict the functions and
flows for each of the components in the testing set. A graphical example of leave-one-out
cross-validation is shown in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: LEAVE-ONE-OUT CROSS-VALIDATION EXAMPLE
Dataset
Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

1

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

2

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

3

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

4

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

5

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

Product 5

Iteration #

Train

Test

The testing set comes from the original data, so the actual functions and flows are
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known and can be used to validate whether or not the predicted functions and flows are
correct. We use this information to calculate the precision, recall, and F1 scores 139
times so that each product is used for the testing set.

2.4.3 Iterate Through Classification and Similarity Thresholds
We find the F1 score while iterating through two of the automation algorithm variables
for every combination of training and testing sets. For this work, we increment the
similarity threshold from 0 to 100 in increments of ten and the classification threshold
from 10 to 100 in increments of five. We chose these increments through experimenting to
find where the resolution became too large to notice small changes. There are 18 values
of classification thresholds (10, 15, 20, 25. . . 95%) and 10 values of similarity thresholds
(0, 10, 20. . . 90%). There are 139 combinations of testing and training sets, the same
number of products in the dataset.
After applying a similarity threshold, the training set decreases in size. There are
139 products in the whole dataset. One is used for the testing set and the other 138
are eligible for the training set. At each similarity threshold, the algorithm chooses the
products that meet the similarity threshold and builds a training set from those products.
If the similarity threshold is 0% then all 138 products are in the training set, but any
similarity threshold higher than that will cause the training set to be smaller than 138.
The algorithm finds the frequency of each combination of component, function, and
flow. For each component, these combinations sum to 100% to capture all of the functions
and flows in the training set. Each component, function, and flow combination is an
individual percentage that represents the frequency of each combination out of all of
the functions and flows for that component. The classification threshold is a cutoff
point for the sums of these individual frequencies per component. An example of some
component, function, and flow combinations with their individual and summed frequencies
for the component Battery is shown in Table 2.5. The right column shows how a 70%
threshold determines which combinations are predicted for future instances of the Battery
component. The first two combinations have individual frequencies of 34% and 28%
respectively, so they sum to 62% of the total functionality of that component. With a
threshold of 50%, only these two functions and flows would be kept. With a threshold of
70%, more functions and flows would be added to the sum. The next function and flow
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combination has an individual frequency of 17%, which brings the sum to 79%, which
satisfies the threshold and those top three functions and flows are predicted for future
Battery components.
Table 2.5: EXAMPLE OF CLASSIFICATION THRESHOLD APPLICATION
Frequency

Running sum of

delta

frequency

Store electrical

0.34

0.34

Keep

Supply electrical

0.28

0.62

Keep

Transfer electrical

0.17

0.79

Keep

Import electrical

0.12

0.91

Reject

Position solid

0.09

1

Reject

Battery

70% Threshold

Our algorithm iterates through the testing set product in an outermost loop, the
similarity threshold for the second loop, and the classification threshold for the third
loop. For example, suppose we are using the Delta jigsaw as a testing product. We find
all products that fall within the similarity threshold, then find the F1 scores at all 18
classification thresholds (10, 15, 20, 25. . . 95%). We increment the similarity threshold
by ten percent and again find the F1 scores for all 18 classification thresholds. We repeat
this process for each similarity threshold, then change testing products and repeat the
entire process. We perform 180 calculations for each testing/training set (10 similarity
thresholds x 18 classification thresholds), which is repeated 139 times (once for each
product as the testing set).

2.4.4 Find Optima
The accuracy of the automation algorithm is captured by the F1 scores that are calculated
for each combination of input variables for each combination of testing and training
sets. We average the 139 F1 scores for each combination of similarity and classification
thresholds to find the combination that yields the highest average F1 score. This is
unique for each dataset, so this cross-validation method can be performed to find the
optimum values before using it to predict any results. After calculating all of the F1
scores, we find the optimum values and use them for our classifier to make more accurate
future predictions.
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2.5 RESULTS
2.5.1 Optimizing Thresholds
The objective of this research is to find the optimum values for classification and similarity
thresholds for a dataset used for automating functional modeling. The highest average
of 139 F1 scores for this dataset was 0.445 with a similarity threshold of 0.2 and a
classification threshold of 0.55. Figure 2.1 shows a 3D scatter plot of all data points
for the calculation of these numbers. Each dot represents an average of 139 numbers.

Figure 2.1: 3D SCATTER PLOT OF SIMILARITY THRESHOLD, CLASSIFICATION
THRESHOLD, AND F1 SCORE
Figure 2.2 shows a plot of the average F1 scores against the classification threshold
for the optimum similarity threshold of 0.2. This line can also be seen on the 3D scatter
plot and clearly shows a maximum value of the F1 score at the optimum classification
threshold.
Adjusting the similarity threshold affects the number of products in the training set.
Figure 2.3 shows the number of products in the training set decrease as the similarity
threshold increases. Without a similarity threshold (0%), all 138 products are in the
training set. With a similarity threshold of 50%, there are 28 products in the training
set.
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Figure 2.2: AVERAGE F1 SCORES VS. CLASSIFICATION THRESHOLD AT 0.2
SIMILARITY THRESHOLD

Figure 2.3: NUMBER OF PRODUCTS VS. SIMILARITY THRESHOLD
Figure 2.4 shows how the average F1 score changes with the number of products in
the training set. There is a clear plateau around 30 products where adding additional
data has very little effect on the accuracy. The similarity threshold is the independent
variable that we are optimizing and the number of products in the training set is the
dependent variable that changes as the result of changing the similarity threshold.
Figure 2.5 shows how the average F1 score changes with the similarity threshold at
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Figure 2.4: AVERAGE F1 SCORE VS. NUMBER OF PRODUCTS
the optimum 0.55 classification threshold. There is little change from 0% to 50% and
then a sharp decrease in accuracy with increasing similarity threshold.

Figure 2.5: F1 SCORE VS. SIMILARITY THRESHOLD
Figure 2.6 shows the computation time change with the number of products in the
training set. Training sets with 30 products and 138 products have roughly the same
accuracy, but computation time is roughly doubled. Our previous work showed that
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using more data in the training set yields better results, but this work showed that idea
is true to a point, after which there is no benefit to the accuracy despite an increase in
computation time.

Figure 2.6: NUMBER OF PRODUCTS IN TRAINING SET VS. COMPUTATION
TIME
Combining the results from Figures 1-6, we find that for our data, we obtain roughly
the same average accuracy by training from 30 products and 130 products. However,
using less than 20 products results in a steep decline in average accuracy. If we only
used 30 random products in our training sets, we would not have the same accuracy for
each testing set because the products would change and some would be better or worse
than the average. Despite finding some optimum number of products that maximizes
average accuracy and minimizes computation time, using all available data will increase
the likelihood of being able to predict the functions and flows for a future product at the
expense of computation time.

2.5.2 Optimizing Training Set
To further explore this idea of an optimal dataset, we looked at which training sets had
the best performance with high average F1 scores and low numbers of products. We
found that the best variable for predicting a good training set was the ratio of unique
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component basis terms that are covered by the products in the training set. We calculated
the total number of unique component basis terms in the entire dataset, and for each
training set, we calculated the ratio of unique component basis terms covered by the
products in the training set.
The results in Figure 2.4 show the accuracy increasing as products are added to the
training set, and then a plateau after which there is little change as more products are
added. We used this data to plot the change in the average F1 score versus the number of
products. When this line goes to zero, adding more products to the training set does not
change the average F1 scores. We overlaid the data showing how the ratio of component
basis terms in the training set changes with the number of products in the dataset. At
the point where the F1 score stops changing, there are an average of 28 products and a
ratio of 75% of component basis terms in the training sets. These results are shown in
Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: F1 SCORE AND RATIO OF COMPONENT BASIS TERMS VS. NUMBER
OF PRODUCTS IN TRAINING SET
We used the results from Figure 2.7 to find the products that appear most often in
the optimal training sets and keep those as a static training set to cross-validate the rest
of the data. Figure 2.8 shows the ratio of component basis terms covered vs. the number
of products in the training sets. Each dot in the scatter plot represents a training set.
The lines are thresholds used for highlighting the "best" training sets, with a ratio of
component basis terms greater than 70% and less than 40 products. The optima were
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found around 75% and 30 products, so we used a buffer of 10 products and a five percent
ratio of component basis terms for this analysis.

Figure 2.8: RATIO OF COMPONENT BASIS TERMS COVERED VS. NUMBER OF
PRODUCTS IN TRAINING SET WITH THRESHOLDS APPLIED TO HIGHLIGHT
THE BEST TRAINING SETS
After finding the optimal training sets, we looked at which products most often appear
in these sets. While each product has its own ratio of component basis terms, they are
relatively low individual numbers. The benefit of a high ratio of component basis terms
in the training set comes from combining products that each cover different component
basis terms to give a high overall ratio. Figure 2.9 shows the top 20 products that appear
most often in the "best" training sets (The bottom 10 were removed for figure clarity).
The most frequent product in these training sets is a Datsun truck, which is more complex
and contains more components than many of the other products in the dataset. The
Datsun truck has 205 appearances in the 217 optimal training sets, but only has a 12%
individual ratio of component basis terms covered.
We used the 30 products that are most often found in the optimal training sets to
make a static training set that we used to cross-validate the rest of the dataset (we
will call these the 30 "best" products). Similar to the method explained previously, we
used every other product in the dataset as a testing set with the 30 "best" products as
a training set and found average F1 scores through each classification threshold. The
reduced training set is 78% smaller than a full training set (30 products instead of 138
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Figure 2.9: FREQUENCY OF PRODUCTS IN THE BEST TRAINING SETS
products). Figure 2.10 shows the same data from Figure 2.2 with the average F1 scores
from the entire dataset alongside the average F1 scores from the reduced dataset of the
30 "best" products.

Figure 2.10: AVERAGE F1 SCORES VS. CLASSIFICATION THRESHOLDS FOR
THE FULL AND REDUCED DATASETS
Using the optimized and reduced dataset gave us similar results as using the whole
dataset. If the goal is to find the absolute best accuracy possible with little concern
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for data size, computation power, or time requirements, then restricting the dataset
would not be necessary. If the goal is to get good accuracy while reducing data size,
computation power, or time requirements, then using a subset of data that represents the
whole dataset is ideal. The difference in average accuracies between the full dataset and
the reduced dataset is the largest at the optimum classification threshold of 0.5. For this
point, the F1 score for the reduced dataset is 0.4103 and for the full dataset is 0.4428.
At this point of its worst performance, the reduced dataset is still 93% as accurate as
the full dataset. At its best, the reduced dataset is 6% better than the full dataset at a
classification threshold of 0.95. On average, the reduced dataset is 96% as accurate as
the full dataset.
The computation time in Figure 2.6 shows that a testing set of 30 products takes
0.012 seconds and a testing set of 138 products takes 0.024 seconds, which means our
optimized dataset takes 50% less computation time.
This method of reducing a dataset based on the ratio of the component basis terms
in the training set is similar to stratification in cross-validation, which ensures a ratio of
each class in a training set. Our method differs from stratified cross-validation because it
does not ensure a ratio of class membership, but instead a ratio of representation of a type
of data. The structure of product data has three levels, as shown previously in Table 2.1.
In the hierarchy of Product → Component → Function-Flow, we are stratifying
the ratio of the representation of the Component level. This entire method can be
generalized to many applications of automation and data mining classifiers, especially
those with a similar structure to product data. Our results show that reducing the data
and stratifying the second level of the data hierarchy can yield results with an average
of 96% accuracy in 50% of the time when compared to the full dataset.

2.5.3 FUTURE WORK
In future work, we will automate the ordering of functions within a flow based on
existing grammar rules, as well as develop more grammar rules. We plan to treat
each subfunction as potentially housing different input and output flows. For example,
suppose the component Electric motor has the functions Import electrical energy, Convert
electrical energy, and Export mechanical energy. We will update the algorithm such that
the Convert subfunction accommodates different inflows and outflows, of Electrical energy
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and Mechanical energy, respectively.
Future work will also explore optimizing the classification threshold separately for
individual components, as well as sub-assemblies or common groups of components.
Additionally, while this work is a starting point that helps maintain accuracy at reduced
computational cost, we intend to fully automate the functional modeling of a product by
building on this work.

2.6 CONCLUSION
Functional modeling is a helpful tool in the early design stages but is often omitted
because of the time requirement. Even when functional models are used, the accuracy
and consistency can vary between the designers that make them. Automating functional
modeling will help standardize the format and syntax, decrease the time required to make
functional models, and increase the prevalence and accuracy of functional models in design
and design repositories. This work builds toward automating functional modeling by
optimizing the variables for an algorithm that mines a design repository of product
information and uses that to predict functions and flows of components. Optimizing
these values will further increase the accuracy and consistency of automated functional
models.
The accuracy of a classification algorithm depends on the values of threshold variables.
The structure of product data requires iteration through these variables to determine
their optimum values, as opposed to some types of problems that can be optimized
analytically. This work uses a cross-validation method to optimize classification and
similarity thresholds that are used for data mining a design repository to find the most
common functions and flows for components as a step toward automating functional
modeling.
To automate functional modeling, the designer will input a list of components and
their connections within a product. We found that optimizing a classification threshold
can increase the accuracy of this automation. We also found that enforcing a threshold
of similarity between the input component and the products used in the training set can
reduce computational expense while maintaining accuracy, but the results are variable
and change with each product used for testing. Stratifying the reduced dataset helps
minimize the variance and increase the average accuracy. We found that we could achieve
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96% of the total accuracy with a stratified reduced dataset used for training. Optimizing
the classification threshold but not enforcing the similarity threshold will maximize the
number of products in the training set and maximize the overall accuracy when not crossvalidating and evaluating averages. If reducing data size, computation power, or time
requirements is necessary, then optimizing the classification threshold using a stratified
subset of data can achieve similar results with somewhat reduced accuracy.
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Appendix A: 5x5 Similarity Matrix With Product Names
Table 2.6: 5x5 SUBSET OF SIMILARITY MATRIX WITH PRODUCT NAMES
Air Hawg

Alcohawk Digital

Epson All-In-

Apple USB

Black & Decker

Toy Plane

Alcohol Detector

One Printer

Mouse

Can Opener

1.000

0.294

0.192

0.667

0.313

0.263

1.000

0.269

0.556

0.313

Epson All-In-One Printer

0.263

0.412

1.000

0.778

0.438

Apple USB Mouse

0.316

0.294

0.269

1.000

0.188

Black & Decker Can Opener

0.263

0.294

0.269

0.333

1.000

Product
Air Hawg Toy Plane
Alcohawk Digital
Alcohol Detector
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Chapter 3: JOSS Paper: "AutoFunc: A Python package for
automating and verifying functional modeling"
3.1 Summary
Engineering design is a multi-step process that uses various iterative tools to help improve
products. Each component in a product performs a corresponding set of subfunctions that
contribute to the overall functionality of the product. Designers often store this product
information, including components and subfunction relationships, in a database known as
a design repository. In addition to storing product information, it also helpful to visualize
it in a graphical representation known as a functional model. Functional modeling is a
popular tool in the early design phases that helps designers ensure the product adheres to
the customer requirements while maintaining the desired functionality. While significant
work has been done to help increase consistency in the structure, syntax, and formatting
of functional models, they are still highly subjective and time-consuming to create [1][2][3].
Because of the time requirements, inconsistencies, and inaccuracies involved with making
them, functional models are often omitted from the concept generation process, despite
their useful contributions to the early stages of engineering design [4].
AutoFunc is a Python package that automatically generates the functional representations of components based on data from design repositories. The functional
representations of components can be connected to form a complete functional model.
AutoFunc also contains methods to validate and optimize the automation algorithm.
A designer can use this software to input a list of components in their product, and it
will automatically generate the functional representations for those components based
on the most commonly seen functions and flows from previous products in the design
repository. The package uses common data-mining techniques for finding information
and classifying new observations based on that data. AutoFunc also uses the common
methods of cross-validation and the F1 score to find the accuracy at different values for
the threshold variables.
AutoFunc is intended for use by engineering design researchers, students, and pro-
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fessionals. It has been used in several engineering design publications and presentations
[5][6][7]. Further development is required to automate a complete functional model, but
this software is a significant step in that direction. Automating functional modeling
will help standardize the format and syntax, decrease the time required to make them,
and increase the prevalence and accuracy of functional models in engineering design and
design repositories. AutoFunc has been archived to Zenodo with the linked DOI [8]
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
Functional modeling is a helpful tool in the early design stages but is often omitted because
of the time requirement. Even when functional models are used, accuracy and consistency
can vary between the designers that make them. Automating functional modeling will
help standardize the format and syntax, decrease the time required to make them, and
increase their prevalence and accuracy in design and design repositories. This work builds
toward automating functional modeling with a data-mining and prediction algorithm
that automatically generates the functional representations of individual components in
a product.
Using data from the Design Repository, the first paper (ICED paper; Appendix
A) found association rules for 12 products and verified them with a single product.
The second paper (DCC paper; Appendix B) used an automated frequency finding and
thresholding algorithm to predict functions and flows from component-specific datasets
as well as the whole repository with 140 products. We cross-validated the results for a
more robust method of finding the accuracy of the algorithm. The third paper (IDETC
Optimization paper; Chapter 2) optimized the threshold variables in the algorithm to
increase the accuracy of the functional model generation. This paper also optimized a
dataset for the best blend of accuracy, size, and computation expense. The fourth paper
(IDETC Weighted Confidence paper; Appendix C) developed a new metric that provides
better information for designers and automation algorithms to use in understanding
automated functional representations. The fifth paper (JOSS paper; Chapter 3) briefly
summarized the purpose and functionality of the software that was used to obtain all of
these results. Additionally, the software is open-source and freely available in an openaccess repository with thorough documentation and tests for future students, researchers,
or professionals to install and use the software for their purposes (Appendix D)1 .
These five papers and the corresponding software tell the story of a graduate student through learning, progression, and dissemination of work. Understanding previous
research, identifying the gaps in knowledge, and the exploration of these areas for im1

https://github.com/AlexMikes/AutoFunc [6]
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provement have led to a comprehension of the important aspects regarding automating
functional modeling. I have implemented these aspects into a software package that
can accurately and automatically generate the functional representations of components
based on data, which is a major step toward automating functional modeling.
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Appendix A: ICED Paper: "Toward Automated Functional Modeling:
An Association Rules Approach for Mining the Relationship between
Product Components and Function"
A.1 Introduction
The modern global theater of product design has become increasingly complex. Designers
today are challenged with creating and innovating designs that require more than simple
problem-solving. Traditionally, product design has focused on the principle of designing
for an intentional end-function of a product. Today’s designers have additional design
considerations to contend with such as how to improve the sustainability of a product,
increase efficiency in use, reduce assembly time, reduce the product physical profile.
These areas of design are termed Df x or Design for X. The increasing complexity of
product design promotes a need to improve the availability of design knowledge beyond
the cognitive memory of modern designers. Design repositories are one way to increase
auxiliary design knowledge, this data can be used to reduce design time, increase design
uniformity, and increase design fidelity. A foundation of engineering design is functional
decomposition. We hypothesize that providing designers with a better understanding of
product functionality from data mining existing products, we can enable designers to
identify component and function correlations early in the design process. We suggest
that by bridging the gap between component and function in an automated way, we can
offer external knowledge to aid in design creativity, fidelity, and increase solution breadth.
This relationship between component and function will provide the foundation that will
help designers identify how component and function influence all Df x objectives.
Understanding functionality is an essential part of engineering design. Most product
design efforts start with the need to design for an overarching function that solves a design
problem. This overarching function can be considered a Black Box that is responsible
for converting input flows into output flows, as shown for a traditional electric tea kettle
in Figure A.1. The designer is often able to intuit the input and output flows of a given
black box design. For example, if tasked with creating an electric tea kettle, a designer
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Figure A.1: Black Box electric tea kettle
will know the black box function is to heat water, and that this design will require inputs
of electrical energy and water and outputs of thermal energy and heated water. The next
step in the design process is to identify discrete system functions that help execute the
main function. Identification of system functions is often completed through a functional
decomposition. This decomposition is used to visualize the flows, internal secondary
functions, and the intra-relations of discrete product functions, an example of which is
shown in Figure A.2. In addition to product functionality, the designer needs to determine
the components and sub-assemblies that will make up the product. Component solutions
are closely interrelated to function.
In this work, we explore how to increase and refine design knowledge by using association data mining on an existing Design Repository. This approach will enable us
to understand the associations between product components and the probable functions
they perform. To do this, we apply association rule learning using an Apriori algorithm to search repository data and determine the probabilities of relationships between
components, functions, and flows within the Design Repository1 , focusing on a subset
of 12 Black and Decker products. These associations, once identified, can be used to
inspire design of new products by allowing designer to access design a multitude of design
solutions both typical and novel. This research also provides the basis for expanding
design knowledge, as tied to our hypothesis, by first limiting the time required to add
new products to the Design Repository. Second by enhancing auxiliary design knowledge,
1

The Design Repository is a database of design information compiled from over 130 products and
housed at Oregon State University. A rudimentary web interface to access the information is available
at: ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse
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and providing component-based design suggestions based on function. Furthermore, this
work creates a prototype model for future work in automating functional modeling of
user added products to the Design Repository.

Figure A.2: Simple Functional Model for an electric tea kettle

A.2 Literature Review
Design creativity is measured by the novelty, fluency and the number of ideas in a given
design [1]. Commonly used metrics to measure group idea generation are the quantity
of non-redundant ideas and a quality rating [2]. Shah, et al. developed a set of metrics
specifically for the evaluation of engineering idea generation techniques including quantity,
quality, novelty, and variety of ideas [3, 4]. They noted the fact that engineering design
must meet a particular need and function thus requiring an expanded set of measures.
Systematic design methodologies [5–8] provide a path for linking early design choices
or decisions (e.g., customer needs gathering and interpretation, setting of engineering
specifications) to an appropriately abstracted product function. The same methodologies
and other stand-alone techniques offer a path to generate a set of component solutions
from the derived functionality to define potential product variants.
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A.2.1 Internal & External Design Search Methods
There are many different concept generation methods available to design engineers. These
methods fall into two categories, internal and external searching methods. Well-known
internal searching methods include brainstorming techniques, such as the 6-3-5 method
and the function based morphological matrix introduced by Zwicky [9, 10]. A shortcoming
of these and many other internal searching methods is the designer is limited to their own
knowledge and there is a lack of external stimulation which may prompt the development
of new avenues for creative thought.
An external search approach, referred to as catalog design, is based on a catalog of
physical elements (components, assemblies, etc.) that can be browsed for solutions that
match required performance specifications. A significant benefit of catalog design is the
ability to utilize design knowledge that falls outside human memory [11, 12]. Designers
of source inspiration from previous solutions in the concept generation phase [13]. One
such example of a design catalog is a Design Repository.
Design repositories [14] are currently still in their infancy, but their impact on datadriven design processes can be substantial. Currently the Design Repository at OSU is
the largest known online Design Repository publicly available. Repositories store large
datasets of products, providing a comprehensive collection of Df X information which
provides the fodder for predictive models to estimate downstream impacts earlier in the
design process [15]. Previous researchers have used emerging technologies to enable a
transition to the use of repositories in the design of products, through means such as
driving concept generation through morphology [15, 16]. Researchers have also explored
the differences between design databases and repositories finding that repositories contain
more comprehensive information and are dynamic. Repositories also provide the best
means of gathering, recording, and storing artifact data [17, 18].

A.2.2 External Design Search Methods: Oregon State University Design Repository
In this study, the Design Repository hosted by the Design Engineering Lab at Oregon
State University will be used, which contains information about 130 consumer based
electro-mechanical products at various levels of abstraction [16, 17, 19, 20]. Product
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information is captured and separated into categories that allow innovative ways to
approach design, with the goal of enabling designers to use data-driven methods to
develop insight during the initial phase of concept generation. The underlying data schema
captures a breadth of information, such as the color, system, function flow, manufacturing
process, parameters, and other valuable information. The Design Repository stores
product information as a PostgreSQL database.
Currently, the Design Repository contains over 5000 individual artifacts. Various
iterations of the repository have refined the classification of the components and their
functions to follow a standardized taxonomy [16, 17, 19]. In this work, we used the
functional model with the functional basis and the component basis as the standardized
design language [21, 22]. Artifacts are given both a common name and a specific component basis taxonomy name [23]. For example, a common name of a component might be
pin 1 and pin 2, but the component basis taxonomy would be pin for standardization
of the dataset. The data from the repository can be extracted through queries that are
written to return the information of interest. We queried the repository for an initial set
of data which include the standardized component basis, the function it performs, and the
flows in and out of the component for a set of Black and Decker power tools. This work
is a preliminary analysis towards the verification of algorithms aimed at automatically
generating a functional model based on an input of product components.

A.2.3 Association Rules & Apriori Algorithm
Association rule mining is a form of data mining that searches information and determines
the probabilities of relationships between variables [24]. In our analysis, we will utilize
association rule mining, which finds finds non-obvious relationships between large datasets
[21, 25]; most significantly, how one choice makes another choice more or less likely. In
a supermarket example, an association rule may be that a purchaser buying hamburger
buns is likely to also buy sliced cheese [26].
In product development, association rule mining (ARM) has been used to determine
user preference of product functionality and product portfolio identification [27, 28].
Association rule mining, in tandem with decision trees, can be used when developing
convergent products that combine multiple user desired functions into a singular product
[29]. In terms of useful direct designer knowledge, ARM has been combined with user
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surveying and multi-objective genetic algorithms to generate soft rules for designs in
specific product families. Rules such as: expected product shape, user preferences button
shape [30]. As shown, association rule mining can be used to identify important product
functions, determine customer needs, and develop general design rules for new product
development. These studies have provided a great understanding of the product design
space, but are subject to drawbacks.
First, some of these studies are subject to imperfect or limited data, often relying on
surveying techniques and/or online text mining (such as customer reviews). Though this
type of data can capture the sentiment of the market, it may not prove useful information
for developing generalized external design knowledge. The work presented in this paper,
moves away from user need identification and uses vetted product system information
from a Design Repository to disseminate useful external designer knowledge. Second,
the literature presented focuses mainly on market identification. There is research gap
between understanding the market, and the development of useful design knowledge.
The aim of this work is to use ARM to offer novice designers the tools and information
needed to design successfully in all product families. The case study presented in this
paper is a stepping stone in providing: automated product functional modeling, suggest
functions based on designer-supplied components, and provide suggestions on meeting
designer-defined Df x goals.
In our example, we will use association rule mining to identify the correlations between
components and particular product functions; it is anticipated that each function will
be associated with multiple components. The goal is to discover patterns in previous
product designs, then use the patterns make rules determining the relationship between
functions and flows for components. We use the Apriori algorithm, a common ARM
algorithm, to find correlations within the Design Repository and establish statistically
prevalent relationships for component-function-flow associations. Association rule mining
requires large datasets to ensure validity, and we anticipate a set of 250 elements and a
function set of 100 functions, resulting in a suitably large transaction space. The result of
this task is a set of rules indicating the likelihood of components contributing to specific
product functions. There are three main measurements that determine the associations,
and these are derived through a probabilistic analysis of items and itemsets. In our
research, an item is a component or a function, while an itemset is the combination of
the component-function-flow that it performs. The first measure of association is called
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Support, which is the prevalence of an item within all of the itemsets. The second measure
of association is called Confidence, which is the probability of two items appearing in the
same item set. In the context of our work, Confidence is determined by the prevalence of
combinations of components with functions and flows. The third measure of association
is called Lift, which accounts for the popularity of the function and flow in the Confidence
measurement of the combination with components. If a function and flow is popular, it
could have a high Confidence, so Lift accounts for this so as not to conflate associations
by simple prevalence.

A.3 Methodology
The focus of this work is to mine the Design Repository to better inform componentfunction-flow relationships, increase designer knowledge, and ultimately inform decisions
made early in the design process. This goal is achieved by implementing association
rule learning to gain insight into the current product data in the repository. Ultimately
this work will allow for easier incorporation of new products into the Design Repository
through automation. The methodology used in this paper is presented in Figure A.3.
We first query the repository database for the selected data; the components, functions,
and flows from constituent products (for this particular study, twelve Black and Decker
consumer products are selected). Then we apply association rules using an Apriori algorithm to the extracted set of data to determine the probabilities of associations between
component basis terms (henceforth referred to as components), functions, and flows. The
outputs of the algorithm are a list of components, the functions, and flows associated
with that component, and the three measures of association: Support, Confidence, and
Lift (previously defined in the literature review section). Finally, we apply these results
to probabilistically determine the functions and flows for a given set of components for a
new product.
The Apriori algorithm was selected as it is an efficient way to find association rules
and allows verification of its effectiveness with a computationally simple example. The
Apriori algorithm uses the measures of association to limit the number of itemsets that
are explored based on a minimum threshold for Support and Confidence, thus decreasing
computational complexity. The algorithm executes in Python using the library called
PyFIM [24]. The Python Apriori algorithm requires an input of data as well as a decla-
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Figure A.3: Methodology
ration of minimum thresholds for the three measures of association: Support, Confidence,
and Lift. The three measures of association: Support, Confidence, and Lift. Initially,
these thresholds are set low in order to maximize the data returned to begin learning the
relationships between components and functions.

A.3.1 Case Study
We apply the above methodology to a set of Black and Decker products extracted from
the Design Repository. The Black and Decker subset of data was selected for analysis
because the products have similar components and similar functionality, so we can find
meaningful connections between component-function-flow associations through repetition.
Additionally, we expect potential problems, as well as meaningful correlations, can be
easily identified with a smaller set of data before applying these techniques to larger and
more complex data. The Black and Decker dataset has twelve different tool systems and 50
unique components with 824 total combinations of components, functions, and flows,152
of which are unique. The products include: sander attachment, can opener, circular saw
attachment, drill attachment, dustbuster, jigsaw attachment, mini router attachment,
power pack, screwdriver, slice right, palm sander, jigsaw, and rice cooker. We test
automatic generation of component-function-flow relationships by applying the results of
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the Apriori algorithm to a list of components from a product in the Design Repository
that was not analyzed with the Black and Decker data set. The component-function-flow
information already exists and can easily be verified against. The verification case study
product was a Delta jigsaw because it is in a similar design family as the Black and Decker
products from the data set. Each unique component from the Delta Jigsaw was compared
to the components in the results from the Black and Decker set to determine the most
likely the function and flow. The result are compared to the component, function, and
flows of the Delta Jigsaw to determine the accuracy of the algorithm. In summary, the
steps to get these results are:
• Step One: Query the repository for component, function and flow combinations
within a group of products.
• Step Two: Find most likely functions and flows for a component from association
rules between the items (Apriori algorithm).
• Step Three: Compare results of the mined Black and Decker product component
associations to the known function-component relationships and flows from the
verification case study (the Delta jigsaw).

A.4 Results and Discussion
A.4.1 Black and Decker Dataset
The Black and Decker dataset was chosen for the similarity between product functions.
There were a total of 866 combinations of components, functions, and flows with 283
unique combinations. The product similarity is indicated by the large number of total
combinations, but smaller number of unique combinations. The small dataset provides
more consistency in the results for this initial exploration in better understanding the steps
toward automation. The Apriori algorithm found 67 associations between component,
function, and flow to have 100% Confidence, 49 associations between the values of 100%
and 50%, and 450 associations below the value of 50%. The 11 associations with 100%
Confidence have only one function and flow linked to them. For example, it was found
that the component, bracket, will always be associated with the function secure and the
flow solid. These high Confidence values create opportunities to easily develop rules
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that could be applied for automating functional modeling. Low Confidence values are
the result of either a low Support value for a particular combination or the inclusion of
many combinations in the dataset. Because most of the combinations are not unique,
the Confidence measurement is not always the most indicative of a positive correlation
between components, functions, and flows. When dividing each occurrence by the total
number of combinations, Confidence for a few occurrences will become very small with
a large dataset. This confirms the importance of using the Lift measurement, which
accounts for the frequency of functions and flows when determining how meaningful a
relationship is.
The two highest Lift values are 86,600, for the combinations of cushion - decrement
rotational and diode - guide electrical. These both have 100% Confidence and very low
support values, which means that these combinations only occurred once in our dataset.
Extremely high values for Lift can also be an indication of a small dataset. Table A.1
shows an example of our results for the component reservoir, all of the combinations have
the same Confidence value, but the high Lift values are for function flow combinations
that are more likely to occur in the dataset, such as store liquid and import liquid.
The Confidence value is low for reservoir because it appears in the dataset in multiple
combinations but with low prevalence for each.
Table A.1: Reservoir values for Lift and Confidence
Component
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir
reservoir

Function
store liquid
export mixture
import liquid
mix liquid
mix solid
store solid
export thermal
import solid

Confidence
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Lift
82.4
82.4
82.4
82.4
82.4
41.2
20.6
3.582

A.4.2 Verification case study: Delta Jigsaw
For this analysis, we featured five unique components that existed in the training dataset
(Black and Decker) and in the verification case (the Delta jigsaw). Because the actual
functions and flows of the jigsaw are known, the function and flows that the apriori
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algorithm outputs can be verified by direct comparison of results. Table A.2 compares a
sample of the results from the Black and Decker products and the Delta Jigsaw. The goal
is to see how accurate the data is when compared to a product that was not included in
the original learning dataset.
Table A.2: Sample of verification dataset
Head
Blade

Cam
Electric Wire

Screw
Spring

Body
export mechanical
separate solid
export solid
import solid
transfer mechanical
guide mechanical
secure solid
guide solid
change mechanical
transfer mechanical
transfer electrical
secure solid
position solid
guide solid
couple solid
position solid
position solid
guide solid
store mechanical
supply mechanical
secure solid
couple solid

Confidence (%)
16.67
16.67
16.67
16.67
16.67
5.56
5.56
5.56
66.67
33.33
66.13
17.74
12.90
3.23
93.85
6.15
47.37
21.05
10.53
10.53
5.26
5.26

Support (%)
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.23
0.12
4.73
1.27
0.92
0.23
7.04
0.46
1.04
0.46
0.23
0.23
0.12
0.12

Lift (%)
1443.33
1202.78
759.65
601.39
313.77
481.11
54.67
45.82
2510.14
627.54
938.82
174.60
87.99
26.61
913.15
41.96
323.00
173.63
4557.89
4557.89
51.79
51.21

Jigsaw
×
×
×
×

×
×
×

×

×

On the left side of Table A.2, the Black and Decker dataset is shown with the Apriori
results. The Confidence value for all combinations of components, functions, and flows
for the learning dataset are scaled relative to each other by the same factor as Support.
However, the Lift values scale the Confidence by the frequency of a function and flow
combination. The right side of Table A.2, indicated whether or not the jigsaw has the
function and flow combination.
The table is organized by component from high to low Confidence. When there is
an identical Confidence, it is then organized from high to low Lift. This reflects the
importance we put on the different parameters. As the jigsaw results indicate, the
associations with higher confidence or lift are indicating the more likely associations.
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We chose a sample of components from the larger jigsaw dataset. The results show the
diversity of combinations between the learning set and the verification. For example, cam,
as well as cap and washer, which was not shown, all had identical function and flows in the
learning and verification set. The components blade and screw returned approximately
twice as many associations for the Black and Decker set than then verification set. The
component screw has a very high Confidence for couple solid (93.85) meaning it is
significantly more likely to happen then position solid due to the higher Lifts and Supports.
Lastly, the component spring only matched one function flow from the jigsaw, guide solid.
The electric wire was the only component to have a function and flow that was not in
the learning set. It has couple solid instead of secure, position, or guide solid. These
are all very similar terminology, so there could be issues with standardized language.
While there has been significant previous work to attempt to standardize language for
functional basis and component basis taxonomy, no functional model is going to be
created or replicated with 100% accuracy, so we see differences in the functional models.
The Design Repository is built by different researchers, and their errors and subjectivity
contribute to the variation in data in the repository, which is extracted into the results of
automated analysis. The learning set contains products with different functionality than
the jigsaw, this difference in functionality accounts for excess function and flow results in
the learning set. However, these distinct results are important because they can provide
the designer with novel solutions that they may not otherwise consider. The verification
process using the Delta jigsaw has provided the first step towards automating functional
modelling. However more data and analysis will be needed to be able to identify how
many and which function and flows to choose from each component.

A.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this research, we used the Black and Decker dataset from the Design Repository to
determine associations between component, function, and flow. The Apriori algorithm
was implemented in Python to learn the association rules, which were compared to the
Delta jigsaw, another product from the Design Repository. We found some similarities
between the associations between the results from the Apriori algorithm and the Delta
jigsaw, but our results were restricted by the limited size and scope of the data set used
for this initial exploration. In future research, we will continue to query the Design
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Repository to expand our analysis to the entirety of the product information available,
which will increase the accuracy of the association rule learning and assist in the eventual
implementation of automatic functional modeling. As seen in our data, the higher the
Confidence and lift values the more likely the combinations will appear in our verification
data. Increasing our learning data set will help improve the validity of the association
rules values, which will improve our confidence to assign function and flows to a particular
component. This methodology could benefit other designers as it begins to bring to light
to different potential concepts.
With improved component-function-flow association values, we can begin to develop
grammar rules for applying the results of the associations that appear in our data. For
example, in our Black and Decker dataset we found the component solder was always
associated with the function-flow couple solid. These singular component, function and
flow associations can be turned into grammar rules and coupled with additional data
mining techniques to determine the order of function and flow in a functional model. A
fairly straight forward example would be that a flow must always be imported before it
is exported. While we applied this methodology specifically to a Design Repository, this
methodology could be used on any product dataset to determine associations. Confidence
and Lift values could be used to determine the most likely component and function and
flow associations in the dataset used.
We plan to apply this methodology to the the entirety of the repository data in order to
develop grammar rules and apply data mining to create a process of automated functional
modeling. The results of association rule learning are the functional representation of
a component. Given a component, we found the most likely functions and flows. Once
these functional representations of each component are determined, they can be combined
using grammar rules into the functional model. Automated functional modeling will allow
for increased standardization in functional modeling and improved consistency between
user created functional models. Furthermore, automation will increase the accuracy
of generated function models, increase data fidelity, decrease decomposition time, and
increase function data used to precipitate future research. This will also allow the
repository adapt as trends in components change over time. One such avenue would be
to create an algorithm that can automatically capture the functional model of an existing
(or proposed) product then directly provide component and sub-assembly suggestions
that relate to downstream impact of Df X performance measures. This proposed research
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will increase the available auxiliary design knowledge which will improve innovation and
creativity of designers, students, and other users of the repository. In this case, the
algorithm will expand functional design solutions beyond the cognitive capabilities of the
designer. Within the engineering education community, this approach could help with
teaching the abstraction process that is critical to concept generation in systematic design
approaches. Furthermore, we intend to verify automated supplied design knowledge
through user feedback.
In the current state of the Design Repository, no information regarding the final user,
the user interactions with the product, failure modes caused by the user, and humans error
exists. Future work will include the development of new categories and relationships that
include the user, user interactions, human error, and their relationships with the systems
in the database expanding the work presented in the Function-Human Error Design
Method (FHEDM) [31]. Such approach would enable safety, comfort, and performance
objectives of the human-system interactions to become part of the up-front selection
of design decision based on the human factors engineering assessment of user-system
interactions.
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Appendix B: DCC Paper: "Data Mining a Design Repository to
Generate Linear Functional Chains: A Step Toward Automating
Functional Modeling"
B.1 Abstract
Populating the different types of data for a design repository is a difficult and timeconsuming task. In this work, we report on techniques to automate the population of data
related to product function. We explore a preliminary method to automate the generation
of the functional chains of components from new products based on hierarchical data from
an existing design repository. We use datasets of various scale and specificity to find
correlations between functions and flows for components of products in the Design Repository. We use the results to predict the most likely functions and flows for a component,
and then verify the accuracy of our algorithm by cross-validating a subsection of the data
against the automation results. We apply existing grammar rules to order the functions
and flows in a linear functional chain. Ultimately, these findings suggest methods for
further automating the process of generating functional models.

B.2 INTRODUCTION
Product design in engineering is a well-studied process [1], yet many aspects remain
difficult and hard to define after decades of research, especially the early stages of concept generation. However, that concept generation phase is the one part of the design
process where there is the most room for creativity and innovation [2]. Additionally,
the concept generation phase is the least costly time of the design process to integrate
major changes[3] and exploration during this phase should be encouraged. We use the
term designers broadly to refer to those who are working in their field to develop new
concepts or products, as well as iterating on existing concepts and products. During concept generation in product design, designers focus on gathering accurate customer needs,
determining engineering specifics, deriving the functionality of the intended product, and
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ideating potential form solutions.
Functional decomposition is a well-known abstraction technique that allows designers
to develop a graphical representation of a product’s functionality as a functional model
[3] [4]. There has been extensive work done to develop consistency in the nomenclature,
beginning with the development of the Functional Basis terms [5] [6]. However, as Nagel
et al. [7] point out, there is still inconsistency in user input in the structure of functional
models. Novice and experienced designers all have difficulty building functional models
because of the complicated process, and this can lead to the functional modeling process
being entirely omitted from the concept generation phase. Yet we know that concept
generation is more complete when function is considered [3]. Figure B.1 shows how
incorporating functional modeling early into the design phase can shift the majority of
resources in the project lifecycle earlier in the design process when the cost of making
changes is low, but the impact of those changes is high. While the above is true, designers
are often more comfortable with component-based solutions, and tend to focus more on
components rather than the functionality of a sub-assembly or product. This type of
design often benchmarks existing products during the concept generation phase [8].

Figure B.1: Cost Analysis Over Time During Concept Generation
Eckert and Stacey [9] designate the term “source of inspiration” for the conscious use
of previous designs in the design process. Design repositories can provide designers with
data at multiple levels of abstraction, such as components, functional representations
(e.g. functions and flows), or high level customer needs responses, offering a central
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location for “source of inspiration” products. Our research uses data from an existing
design repository, know as the Design Repository, to support this type of reuse in design.
Our data-driven design (DDD) approach leverages research from the multi-decade long
project developing a design repository [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. For our purposes, we define
data-driven design as methodologies for extracting information and insights from data
and existing research to improve design processes [15].
We utilize the extensive previous work on the repository and expand the most recent
work; the Form Follows Form approach [16] [17]. The Form Follows Form (FFF) approach
is based on the concept that most designers think in terms of components rather than
function when in the concept generation phase. Utilizing this concept, we capture the
underlying functionality of the chosen components using data from the design repository
[17]. In the FFF approach, Bohm et al. calculated the frequency of function and flow
associated with components separately. Our research continues to build on this concept
by developing a combined association between component and function-flow of CFF, to
predict the most likely functions and flows associated with each component. We choose
to only consider the incoming flows to simplify our analysis, as we found in analyzing
our datasets that less than 5% of the results have different inflow and outflow. With this
data, we build linear functional chains for components. These linear functional chains will
ultimately help us develop a method for automating the creation of functional models.
As this research develops, machine learning from the combined CFF combinations is
anticipated to help eliminate errors such as illogical or impossible CFF combinations in
attempting to combine them later during functional modeling automation.
There is significant research on developing consistency in the grammar and syntax
of functional models [5] [6][13]. The Design Repository has this consistency in language
built into the data, for example, functions are entered using the Functional Basis terms
[5], and components with the Component Basis terms [18]. This terminology allows us
to create correlations that remain consistent throughout the datasets.
Our immediate research objectives are to 1) mine the design repository for datasets
2) calculate frequencies of CFF combinations and apply a classification threshold with
an automation algorithm, 3) validate the accuracy of the automation algorithm, and 4)
apply existing rules to develop linear functional chains based on our findings.
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B.3 BACKGROUND
B.3.1 The Design Repository
A design repository is a product database where data can be searched and retrieved at
different levels of abstraction to help improve design knowledge and data-driven design
decisions[10]. A well-populated repository offers designers a wealth of information to aid
in decision making. The Design Repository1 we are using is comprised of 142 consumerbased electro-mechanical products and is housed online through the Design Engineering
Lab at Oregon State University. Each product is divided into seven main categories of
design information: artifact, function, failure, physical, performance, sensory, and mediarelated information types. A visual reference of the data schema (i.e., the connections
between data) is shown in Figure C.1 [11].

Figure B.2: Design Repository Data Schema [11]
While there is significant research and information available on how to build functional
models [3] [4], Sridharan and Campbell point out that even though there is a formal
1
The Design Repository is a database of design information. A basic web interface is available at
ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse
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language, the Functional Basis [5] [6], repeatability is still challenging among students and
researchers[19]. To help solve the consistency issue with building functional models, Nagel
et al. [7] developed grammar rules. When applied correctly, these grammar rules help
determine the appropriate order of the linear functional chains. Additional researchers,
Sridharan and Campbell and Bohm and Stone, developed grammar rules and tested their
rules with students building functional models. The students, given the grammar rules,
created more consistent functional models, and had a better understanding of functional
decomposition than the students without the grammar rules[14] [16]. Bohm and Stone
developed rules associated with individual functions and dictate the allowed incoming
and outgoing flows [16]. We found several of the grammar rules in the previous research
applicable to our current research. We apply these grammar rules to the data returned
from the automation algorithm.

B.3.2 Machine Learning and Data Mining
Data mining and machine learning are general terms that refer to many different techniques of using information to predict results. The work that we are doing is considered
data mining because our algorithms extract knowledge from the data and do not alter
it based on the findings, which would be considered machine learning. However, we
borrow some of the terms and methods that are traditionally applied to machine learning
problems to find patterns within our data.
A classifier is an algorithm learns from data, finds patterns within it, and then predicts
whether something is or is not within a class. An example is a classifier that predicts
whether or not an email is spam[20]. The machine learning algorithm looks at examples
of emails that a person has labeled as spam or not spam and finds patterns within them
to label any other email as spam or not spam[21]. The accuracy of this classifier is
quantified by testing it against other emails labeled as spam or not spam and recording
which predictions were correct and incorrect.
We are using data mining techniques to find the frequency of occurrence of CFF
combinations in products in the design repository. We use that frequency information
to predict what functions and flows a component will have in a new product.
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B.3.2.1 Frequency
In our previous work [22], we used the Apriori algorithm to find associations between
component and function-flow. During data analysis, we found that using association rules
was excessive for the results we wanted to obtain. We simplified our calculations, focusing
on the frequency of CFF combinations, which is numerically equivalent to the confidence
metric from association rules. The Form Follows Form approach uses a similar method
of calculating the frequency of the function and flows correlated with each component
[17].
Frequency determines the probability of two items appearing in the same itemset. In
our datasets, we find the frequency by calculating how often a component and function
and flow appeared together. The frequency values for all CFF combinations for each
component sum to 100%, regardless of the number of functions and flows per component.
For example, the CFF combination screw and couple solid appears in the consumer
products dataset 589 times out of 647 total CFF combinations for the component screw,
so the frequency of that combination is 589/647 or 91%.
Sometimes a CFF combination may only appear once if it is an unlikely combination
or is a specialized component or function only appearing in one product in the repository,
such as pressure gauge and indicate mechanical. In these cases, the frequency that the
CFF combination occurs is 100%.

B.3.2.2 Threshold
In our work, we are predicting the functions and flows for components, and our threshold
is a cutoff that predicts that the top 70% of functions and flows would be likely for future
components. Our automation algorithm orders the frequencies from largest to smallest,
sums the frequencies of each CFF combination, and applies a 70% threshold to each
component. This algorithm is different from a traditional classifier that would discretely
label a class based on individual probability. This 70% threshold was developed based
on previous research by Bohm, who found that 70% of functions and flows are realized
within the first 30% of unique instances of a particular component, which he credited
to the Pareto optimal gaming theory [16]. We found in our data analysis that the 70%
threshold is often the point where adding additional functions and flows for a component
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contributed a negligible delta to the sum of frequencies and decreased the accuracy of
the automation results.

B.3.2.3 Cross-Validation
A common method to find the accuracy in a machine learning classifier is known as
cross-validation, which withholds a subset of data from the initial set, so the machine
learning algorithm does not learn from this subset. This subset is then used to find the
accuracy of how well the classifier performed at predicting results [23]. Testing with data
from which the classifier did not learn is essential for reducing bias in the results [24].
The subset of withheld data is known as the testing set and the rest of the data that the
machine learning algorithm processes is known as the training set.
Due to the variability in data, cross-validation is often performed multiple times
with different testing and training sets and averaged over all iterations. Kohavi found
that 10-fold cross-validation produces the best results for most applications even when
additional computational power is available [25], so we use this method to determine the
accuracy of our automation algorithm using the metrics of precision, recall, and the F1
Score. The general method is known as k-fold cross validation[26].
In our previous work, we used a single product (a Delta jigsaw) for our testing set, and
the Black and Decker dataset was our training set [22]. This initial exploration helped
us gain valuable insight into the initial stages of this process, but cross-validation is a
more robust method.

B.3.2.4 Precision, Recall, and the F1 Score
The method and effectiveness of calculating accuracy varies based on the type of data
being used. Simple accuracy is calculated as a ratio of correct responses to total responses.
In our case, a correct response is when the data mining algorithm finds a function-flow
combination for a component that matches the testing set. Simply counting correct
responses misses some of the additional ways in which the automation can be wrong.
Precision, recall, and the F1 score account for these cases by using the confusion matrix
shown in Table B.1 to calculate ratios of the true positives, false positives, and false
negatives [27]. Note that true negatives are not included in the calculation for metrics
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because, for many systems, including ours, most results are true negatives, and including
these in our accuracy calculations would highly increase our results and make the classifier
appear to be performing better than it is.
Table B.1: Accuracy Confusion Matrix

Actual CFF?

Yes
No

Predicted CFF?
Yes
No
True Positive False Negative
False Positive True Negative

Precision is the ratio of correct CFF combinations to all CFF combinations identified by the automation algorithm (Equation B.1). This number is the ratio of CFF
combinations that were identified as being in the product that are actually in the product.
Recall is the ratio of correct CFF combinations to all CFF combinations found in
the automation algorithm (Equation B.2). This number is the ratio of the actual CFF
combinations that were correctly predicted.
The F1 Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall that equally balances the
importance of the two metrics and punishes extremes (Equation B.3). F1 is a more
powerful metric than simple accuracy and provides a better analysis of the ability of an
automation algorithm to predict results.
P recision =
Recall =
F1 =

TP
TP + FP

TP
TP + FN

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)

B.4 METHODS
In this work, we mine the design repository for data to find the most likely functions and
flows correlated with each component for several datasets. We refer to this correlation
as component-function-flow (CFF). We are building on previous work using association
rules, where we found associations between component-function-flow on a single dataset
(12 Black and Decker products) [22]. Here, we expand our learning datasets as well
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as our validation methods. We chose three data subsets from the repository driven
by component: 23 products with the component heating element, 32 products with
the component blade, and 44 products with the components container/reservoir.
We applied our automation algorithm (described later) on each dataset separately and
calculated the accuracy of its ability to predict function and flows for an input component.
We then compared the accuracy results of each of the three data subsets to a dataset
containing all 142 consumer products from the design repository and an additional
subset containing 12 products that were all made by Black and Decker.
We chose products with the heating element, blade, and container/reservoir
components in an attempt to single out products with similar functionality. We chose
the Black and Decker products because this was the most extensive dataset available
to provide a company product portfolio, which offers a subset of products based on
construction rather than functionality. We hypothesize that narrowing the dataset to
functionality based on component will yield more accurate function and flow prediction
results. The Black and Decker and consumer product datasets serve as reference datasets
to test our theory. We developed an automation algorithm in Python, which calculates
and sums the frequency of each CFF appearing in each dataset. The algorithm applies
a classification threshold to the top 70% sum of frequencies for each component. The
correlations found within the 70% threshold in our data mining process can then be used
to predict the linear functional chain of a component.
Step 1. Retrieve Datasets. To extract information, we query the repository to
create five test datasets: 1) all consumer products; 2) all Black and Decker consumer products to represent a general product family by the same manufacturer; and
three subsets of consumer products with 3) heating element, 4) blade and 5) container/reservoir as a component in the assembly to represent products with a similar
component and functionality. We chose to combine reservoir and container into one
dataset because of the similarity of functionality, and combining them allowed us to have
a similar size dataset as the other two component-based datasets.
Step 2. Automated frequency and thresholding Next, we apply an automation
algorithm to each of the five datasets, implemented in Python v3.7. First, the algorithm
calculates the frequency of the functions and flows for each component in the input
dataset; then, those values are sorted from largest to smallest, summing to 100%. The
threshold is applied to capture the top 70% of the sum of frequency values for each
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component in each dataset, based on the Pareto Frontier from the Form Follows Form
method [16]. The results from the electric cord component from the blade dataset provide
a simple example in Table B.2.
Table B.2: Example dataset to illustrate threshold automation for the component Electric
Cord
Electric cord
Import electrical
Transfer electrical
Export electrical
Position solid
Couple solid

Frequency
delta
0.35
0.3
0.15
0.12
0.08

Running sum of
frequency
0.35
0.65
0.8
0.92
1

Threshold
Keep
Keep
Keep
Reject
Reject

For the electric cord example, the frequency of the first two functions and flows sums
to 65%, so the third is added to the list to reach the 70% threshold, which brings the sum
to 80%. Our method assumes that capturing approximately 70% of the total frequencies
will begin to give an accurate representation of the functions and flows that a component
usually performs. Additionally, this Pareto optimal threshold is the point where adding
additional functions and flows for a component usually contributed a negligible delta to
the sum of frequencies and increased the error in the automation results.
Step 3. Cross-Validation. As a means of verifying the accuracy of the automation
algorithm, we use a 10-fold cross-validation method to find the precision, recall, and F1
score of each iteration. The design repository categorizes products by an identification
number, which we randomize and separate into ten folds.
For example, the blade product dataset contains 32 products. This number is not
divisible by ten without a remainder, and our data requires each product to remain intact,
so we actually have eleven folds. Ten folds have three products each, and the eleventh
fold has the remaining two products.
We apply the frequency calculation and thresholding algorithm three times for each
dataset that we queried. The first validation is a traditional cross-validation and finds the
accuracy of the automation algorithm when the training set comes from the componentspecific dataset (blade, heating element, reservoir/container), and the testing set is also
the component-specific dataset. The second validation finds the accuracy when the
training set is the consumer products dataset, and the testing set is the component-
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specific dataset. The third validation uses the Black and Decker dataset as the training
set and the component-specific dataset as the testing set.
We stray from traditional cross-validation in two of three of these validation tests
by selecting the folds for the testing set and training set from different datasets. This
method gives us a cross-reference for accuracy between datasets and allows us to see if
one dataset is better at predicting results for itself or for another dataset. The three
variations of accuracy testing are shown in Table B.3. These three validations were
performed for each of the three component-specific datasets, resulting in nine F1 scores.
One of the benefits of traditional cross-validation is that the testing set is withheld
from the training set to reduce bias in the results. With this method of validation, when
the testing set and training set come from different datasets, the folds contain some
overlapping data. To combat bias, we made sure to remove all products in the fold for
the testing set that were also in the folds for the training set.
Table B.3: Validation Cases
Validation Number
1
2
3

Testing Set Source Dataset
Component-specific
Component-specific
Component-specific

Training Set Source Dataset
Component-specific
Consumer products
Black and Decker products

Step 4. Apply Grammar Rules to Determine Linear Functional Chain.
After analyzing and organizing the results of the top 70% of the functions and flows, we
apply the grammar rules described in section 2.1 to the results to determine the linear
order of the functions in the functional representation. For the electric cord example in
Table B.2, the three functions are import, transfer, and export. They all have the same
flow of electrical energy between them. The grammar rules developed by both Nagel et
al. [7] and Bohm et al. [16] state that the import function occurs first and only once per
flow in a chain of components, so it is placed first. The grammar rules also state that
export is the last function in a chain of components, which leaves transfer as the middle
function in this chain. A visualization of this process can be seen in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: Example of Grammar Rule application

B.5 RESULTS
B.5.1 SQL Query
The results of our SQL query can be seen in Figure B.4. The total number of CFF
combinations is the number of times a component has a particular function and flow
regardless of the number of times they repeat in the dataset. The number of unique
combinations is the number of times a component has a particular function and flow
at least once, and additional instances of that combination are no longer unique. The
number of products in each dataset can be seen in Table B.4.

B.5.2 Automated Frequency Calculation and Thresholding Algorithm
The algorithm returned CFF combinations for all five datasets filtering out the combinations that were above the threshold. Figure B.5 shows the CFF combinations for four
components in the consumer products dataset, results above the black line are the CFF
combinations found within the threshold. As seen in Figure B.5, the 70% threshold is
often the point where adding additional functions and flows for a component contributed
a negligible delta to the sum of confidence. In order to remain consistent, all of the
results are taken from the consumer database.
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Figure B.4: Query Results
As seen in Figure B.5 A, the component screw had one result above the threshold
because the frequency result for couple solid is 91%, the remaining 17 functions and flows
only contribute to 9% of the results . While screw only has one result, blade (Figure B.5
D) is representative of a component with more function and flows returning 11 results
above threshold, an additional 21 results below threshold were not shown, for clarity in
the figure. Washer and heating element can also be seen in Figure B.5. Additionally,
components with the most results were reservoir, circuit board and wheel with 22, 20,
and 16 function and flow combinations in threshold respectively. We found that 98% of
the dataset has at least 2 or more CFF combinations per component.
Frequency is calculated as the ratio of the number of times the CFF combination
occurs over the total number of CFF combinations for that component. Returning to the
screw example, the function and flow screw couple solid occurs the most at 589 times out
of a total of 647. Conversely the consumer products dataset had 200 CFF combinations
that only occurred once, which returns a ratio of 1/1 or 100% frequency. The other four
datasets followed this same trend with a larger percentage of results occurring once or
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twice and a lower percentage occurring more than 20 times. As we expand the data in
the repository we hope to decrease the number of times a CFF combination occurs only
once.

(a) Screw

(b) Washer

(c) Heating Element

(d) Blade

Figure B.5: Frequency Algorithm Results for Components in the Consumer Products
Dataset

B.5.3 Using F1 Scores to Validate Accuracy
We used the 10-fold cross validation method to quantify the accuracy with precision,
recall, and the F1 score when applying the top 70% of the most frequent functions
and flows found for a component for each of the three testing datasets. The number of
products in each dataset, the size of a single fold (which is also the size of a testing set),
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and the size of the remaining nine folds (the size of the training set) is shown in Table
B.4.
Table B.4: Sizes of Testing and Training Sets
Dataset

Number of Products

Blade
Heating Element
Reservoir
Consumer
Black and Decker

32
23
44
142
12

Size of Testing Set
(Size of Single Fold)
3
2
4

Size of Training Set
(Size of Nine Folds)
29
21
40

Each training dataset is tested against three testing datasets, itself, consumer products,
and Black and Decker products. The results of the average F1 scores are shown in Table
B.5. For each of the three testing datasets, we performed a single factor ANOVA test
to see if there is a significant difference in our F1 scores across the training datasets.
We found that all three testing datasets (blade, reservoir/container, and heating
element) were significantly different with =0.05. We then performed a two-sample t-Test
assuming equal variances to determine within each testing dataset, which training sets
were significantly different. Within each testing dataset, there was a significant difference
found for all combinations, except the comparison of Blade and Black and Decker
within the Blade testing set. The direction of the significant difference trends toward
the consumer products dataset, which consistently had the highest F1 score.
Table B.5: F1 Scores
Testing dataset: Blade
Training dataset F1 scores
Blade
0.4354
Consumer
0.4471
B&D
0.4419

Testing dataset:
Training dataset
Reservoir
Consumer
B&D

Reservoir
F1 scores
0.3967
0.4072
0.2937

Testing dataset: Heating Element
Training dataset F1 scores
Heating Element
0.4044
Consumer
0.4067
B&D
0.3215

B.5.4 Linear Functional Chains
In this section, we test the automation process described in the methods by building likely
functional chains for four single components, which are the same four components featured
in section 4.2, Figure B.5. The results of the functional linear chains can be seen in Figure
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B.6. Screw is a very simple example with only one function and flow. As demonstrated
in the results, components vary in complexity and therefore vary in functional chains.
This complexity is based both on the component itself, such as the difference between
screw and blade, but is also based on the product in which the component performs the
function, for example blade within a knife versus blade within a more complex product
like a jigsaw. We apply the following grammar rules adapted from Bohm and Stone, to
the blade functional chain; a) import is automatically placed as the first function for a
chain and b) export is automatically placed as the last function for a chain [16]. The
grammar rules also dictate that the convert function has separate inflows and outflows;
therefore the automation would branch off the function-flow export thermal from convert
mechanical. This same rule is applied to the results of heating element, convert electrical
is branched off into transfer thermal.
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Figure B.6: Component Based Linear Functional Chains

B.6 DISCUSSION
In review, we mined the Design Repository for CFF combinations, we then applied a
Pareto optimal threshold to find the most likely combinations, developed linear functional
chains for individual components, and by validating the accuracy of the frequency calculation and thresholding algorithm, we were able to test our hypothesis. We hypothesized
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that restricting the training set to constitute products that all share a similar component
would give more accurate results for automating the generation of linear functional chains.
For example, products having the component blade would have more similar functionality
with other products having the component blade as opposed to products outside that
dataset. As stated before, we found support with this hypothesis in previous work, using
one product, the Delta jigsaw, as a validation method [22].
In this research, we had four general findings: Finding 1: With more robust validation
methods, the results in Table B.5 show that learning from the most possible products
will return a higher accuracy than any restricted-size dataset. The component-specific
datasets had lower accuracy when cross-validated against component-specific data than
when cross-validated against all consumer products. The Black and Decker dataset is the
smallest, containing 12 products, and consistently had the lowest F1 score when used as
the training set. The consumer products dataset is the largest, containing 142 products,
and consistently had the highest F1 scores.
Finding 2: We suggest that because the F1 score is calculated for an entire testing
set, which often contains rare components that might have only one function and flow in
the testing set, this may decrease the overall accuracy of function and flow results per
component. As is often the case in large datasets, the accuracy of the data input can be
a concern. Over the 20 years of the development of the Design Repository, many different
contributors have worked on this project. This turnover has led to some inconsistencies
in the data; for example, container and reservoir are often used interchangeably or as
seen in Figure B.5, screw is 91% correlated with couple solid but there are 17 other
results, which could be due to individual input variations. This noise of the additional
rare or mislabeled CFF combinations in the datasets can certainly reduce the accuracy of
the results, especially for the larger consumer products dataset.
Finding 3: While finding 1 suggests that learning from more data returns more
accurate results, restricting the dataset based on the component may return more refined results for functionality. For example, the heating element, and reservoir/container
component-specific datasets have six CFF combinations for the component heating element, the consumer products dataset has 10, and the blade dataset only returned one
result. Heating element and reservoir/container have a high overlap in products, such as
coffee makers, but blade products are unlikely to contain heating element as a component.
There may be times when a designer desires more refined results and a smaller learning
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dataset can be used if the products have the component of interest in the learning set.
Finding 4: In developing the linear functional chains, we demonstrated more simple
examples, such as screw and washer. As complexity increases, grammar rules are necessary
to order the function and flow results. Only two existing grammar rules applied to our
findings in heating element and blade. As we expand our work in developing linear
functional chains, we will need to expand on the research around grammar rules to
create additional rules required to connect flows at the interface of components. Individual
analysis allows for the development of new rules to handle each situation, but automation
is possible based on investigating the interactions between component, function, and flow.
While significant future work is required to fully automate the functional modeling of a
product, these findings offer a starting point.

B.7 CONCLUSION
Functional modeling is a complicated and challenging process for both novice and expert
designers. However, during concept generation in product design, it is imperative to
derive the functionality of the intended product because the function of the product is
critical in linking customer needs to a form solution. We know from research, designers
often think and design in component-based solutions. Our research finds connections
between component and function and flow, information that can provide the designer with
the functional breakdown of components. A functional approach to design is specialized;
functional design accounts for variance in design for different purposes. We used data
from the Design Repository to find the CFF combinations for five datasets: all consumer
products, a Black and Decker consumer product family, and consumer products with the
component blade, heating element, and reservoir. Our automation algorithm orders the
frequencies from largest to smallest, sums the frequencies of each CFF combination, and
uses a threshold of 70% of the sum of frequencies of combinations for each component.
This threshold is the point where most of the functionality is preserved with a minimal
contribution of error.
We then applied existing grammar rules to create component-based linear functional
chains, the first step in automating functional modeling. Our results confirm the notion
that function and flow correlations can be used to build a linear functional chain of
individual components within a product. We found that the accuracy of data mining
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depends on the size and quality of the learning set used, with larger datasets providing
more accurate results. However, using a broad or narrow dataset will depend on the
goals of the designer.
Research has found inconsistency among designers when building functional models.
We think that our future work towards an automated functional model generator will
ultimately help standardize the language and syntax used in functional models, just as the
work on Functional Basis and Component Basis terms have helped improve language and
syntax consistency in the repository. As we have seen in the data in the design repository,
designers are individuals dealing with human bias and perceptions; automation can help
create more uniform functional models.
This uniformity will improve the process of designers contributing to the design
repository, and enable more products to be added with higher consistency. The repository
provides the user with a wealth of information; however, in its current form, the repository
can be challenging to navigate for novice users. As stated above, streamlining the process
of adding new products with automating functional modeling allows not only individual
products to be added by users but also the addition of entire repositories. Enabling
products to be entered by users will further increase the size and quality of the data
in the Design Repository and increase the accuracy of our automation process. This
automation will also allow engineers to design a new product based on components and
receive the functionality of the components.
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Appendix C: IDETC Weighted Confidence Paper: "A Weighted
Confidence Metric to Improve Automated Functional Modeling"
C.1 Abstract
Expanding on previous work of automating functional modeling, we have developed a
more informed automation approach by assigning a weighted confidence metric to the
wide variety of data in a design repository. Our work focuses on automating what we
call linear functional chains, which are a component-based section of a full functional
model. We mine the Design Repository to find correlations between component and
function and flow. The automation algorithm we developed organizes these connections
by component-function-flow frequency (CFF frequency), thus allowing the creation of
linear functional chains. In previous work, we found that CFF frequency is the best
metric in formulating the linear functional chain for an individual component; however,
we found that this metric did not account for prevalence and consistency in the Design
Repository data. To better understand our data, we developed a new metric, which we
refer to as weighted confidence, to provide insight on the fidelity of the data, calculated
by taking the harmonic mean of two metrics we extracted from our data, prevalence, and
consistency. This method could be applied to any dataset with a wide range of individual
occurrences. The contribution of this research is not to replace CFF frequency as a
method of finding the most likely component-function-flow correlations but to improve the
reliability of the automation results by providing additional information from the weighted
confidence metric. Improving these automation results, allows us to further our ultimate
objective of this research, which is to enable designers to automatically generate functional
models for a product given constituent components.

C.2 INTRODUCTION
The data stored in design repositories is useful to designers during the concept generation
phase, particularly for design activities such as generating functional models. The Design
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Repository 1 , unique in the depth and breadth of information and abstraction, is a product
database where data can be searched and retrieved at different levels of abstraction
including the functions and flows associated with the constituent components of each
product[1]. However, our previous research with the Design Repository discovered that
there are outliers in the product function data that are either inconsistent or rare in
occurrence. We developed a metric to consider the fidelity of this data and allow designers
to retrieve the data still, yet be aware of the fact that the data may be an anomaly.
Frequently outliers in data are discarded or not included in the analysis by the researchers
in order to reduce noise. However, in the concept generation process, designers may
receive valuable creative insight from these unlikely results.
The concept generation phase of the design process is an area where the most creativity
and innovation occur [2]. This early design phase is where the least cost for changes occurs,
so there is significant research on tools and tactics to improve the concept generation phase
and how to improve the efficiency of the process. There are multiple tools that product
designers use during this phase to help guide the creative process towards a viable concept.
One of these tools is deriving the functionality of the product through a functional
decomposition, graphically represented by a functional model [3] [4]. Consistency and
uniformity are built into the process with the widely accepted use of the Functional
Basis and Component Basis terms [5] [6] [7]. However, even with consistency built
into the process, functional models can vary widely by the individual user input [8].
Additionally, functional modeling if often overlooked or omitted from concept generation
because designers have a difficult time considering design in terms of the functionality
of the product. Rather designers are more comfortable with component-based solutions,
often benchmarking existing products [9]. However, research has shown that concept
generation is more robust when the function is considered [3]. Incorporating functional
modeling early into the design phase can help the shift of resources in the project lifecycle
to earlier in the design process when the cost of making changes is low, but the impact
of those changes is high.
With the knowledge of the importance of incorporating functional decomposition into
the early design phase, we have focused our research on how to improve the process of
developing functional models with the use of existing product functionality data from
1

The Design Repository is a database of design information. It is currently housed at Oregon State
University. A basic web interface is available at ftest.mime.oregonstate.edu/repo/browse
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the Design Repository. Using the existing connections between component function
and flow from the Design Repository, we are mining data to work towards automating
functional modeling. Our research team’s reasoning for automating functional modeling
is three-fold, increasing the use and comprehension of functional modeling, improving
the Design Repository by expanding the data and streamlining the process of adding
products, and connecting components to function and flow to allow for the inclusion of
function in component-based design.
We are building on our research team’s previous work towards the automation of
functional modeling and the expansion of the Design Repository. Utilizing the information
in the Design Repository, this work is centralized around finding the correlations between
components and function and flow or CFF combinations. While this work will be
described more in-depth in the Background section, a brief introduction follows here.
We begin by expanding the Form Follows Form approach, which is based on the
concept that designers most often think in terms of components rather than function
when working in the concept generation phase [10]. Bohm et al. calculated the CFF
frequency of the function and flows correlated with each component separately. We first
used the Apriori algorithm to find the combined associations between component and
function-flow using a subset of the consumer products data, applying a threshold to
determine the most likely functions and flows per component [11]. During data analysis,
we found that some of the metrics of association rules were unnecessary. The team then
simplified our calculations, focusing on the CFF frequency of CFF combinations, which is
numerically equivalent to the confidence metric from association rules[12]. We developed
an automation algorithm, referred to as the Automated Frequency Calculation and
Thresholding Algorithm or AFCT, that returned the CFF frequency of the componentfunction-flow (CFF) combinations and applied a threshold the returned only the top
70% of functions and flows per component. We validated the accuracy of our algorithm
on multiple subsets of the consumer product dataset, finding that increasing the size
of the dataset for data mining increases the accuracy of our automation algorithm[12].
Restricting the dataset essentially reduced the size of the results from which the algorithm
could learn. The limitation of our current automation process is that prevalence, the
measure of the commonness of the component, and consistency, the measure of how
uniform the CFF combinations are per component, are not considered, which we refer
to broadly as data fidelity.
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The weighted confidence metric replaces a common approach of removing rare data;
instead, our metric allows all data to be included by describing the data fidelity. We were
unable to find a numerical tool or quantification that returned the synthesis of prevalence
and consistency in our dataset, so we developed our own metric. Here we create a metric
to account for prevalence and consistency that will be a better measure of confidence in
the automation results than simple CFF frequency.
Our immediate research objectives are to 1) mine the Design Repository for the
consumer product dataset, 2) apply the automation algorithm to calculate the frequencies
of CFF combinations and apply the classification threshold, 3) develop a metric that
would give more confidence in the automated results of our algorithm, and 4) test our
methodology by developing example linear functional chains.

C.3 BACKGROUND
C.3.1 Automated Frequency Calculation and Thresholding (AFCT)
Algorithm
The Design Repository is the ongoing result of decades of repository research and is
comprised of 142 consumer-based electro-mechanical products housed online through the
Design Engineering Lab at Oregon State University [1, 13–16]. Each product is divided
into seven main categories of design information: artifact, function, failure, physical,
performance, sensory, and media-related information types [17]. A visual reference of
the data schema (i.e., the connections between data) is shown in Figure C.1. These
different levels of abstraction to help improve design knowledge and data-driven design
decisions[1]. We define data-driven design as methodologies for extracting information
and insights from data and existing research to improve design processes [18].
Our data-driven design approach focuses on a specific connection, the componentfunction-flow combination (CFF combination), by extracting the connection from the
data in the Design Repository. In Figure C.1, the letter B denotes the component
basis type and function flow connection, and the letter A denotes the larger componentfunction-flow structure. The term artifact refers to the common component name, where
the component basis term refers to the Component Basis terms developed by Kurtoglu
et al. 2005 [15]. The function and flow utilize the Functional Basis terms developed by
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Stone and Hirtz [5] [6]. The Component and Functional Basis terms allow us to compare
CFF combinations to each other with the knowledge that there is consistency in the
language.

Figure C.1: Design Repository Data Schema [17]
We pick up where the Form Follows Form (FFF) approach left off, working to
capture the underlying functionality of the chosen components using data from the design
repository [10][19]. In the FFF approach, Bohm et al. calculated the CFF frequency
of function and flow associated with components seperately. Our research continues to
build on this concept, attempting to streamline the automation process by combining
the component-function-flow association refereed to as CFF combinations. We chose
only to consider the incoming flows to simplify our analysis, as we found in analyzing
our datasets that less than 5% of the results have different inflow and outflow. We first
used association rules with the Apriori algorithm to find the CFF combinations using
a small subset of the consumer products data, applying a threshold to determine the
most likely functions and flows per component [11]. Association rules are a type of data
mining that describes the relationship between items in item sets [20] [21]. During data
analysis, we found that association rules returned more metrics than we needed [12].
We simplified our calculations, focusing on the frequency (CFF frequency for clarity)
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of CFF combinations, which is numerically equivalent to the confidence metric from
association rules. CFF frequency is calculated as the ratio of the number of times the
CFF combination occurs over the total number of CFF combinations for that component.
An example with the component screw, demonstrates the ratio. The function and flow
screw couple solid occurs the most at 589 times out of a total of 647, so the CFF frequency
of the combination is 589/647 or 91%. Some CFF combinations only occurred once in
the dataset, which returns a ratio of 1/1 or 100% CFF frequency.
Next, we determined that a threshold needed to be applied to extract the most
likely functions and flows for each component. The Pareto Frontier motivates the 70%
threshold from the Form Follows Form method [19]. We found in our data analysis that
the 70% threshold is often the point where adding additional functions and flows for a
component contributed a negligible change in the sum of frequencies and decreased the
accuracy of the automation results. We created an automation algorithm to report the
likely functions and flows automatically; this algorithm is referred to as the Automated
Frequency Calculation and Thresholding Algorithm or AFCT. The AFCT algorithm
orders the CFF frequencies of the CFF combinations per component from largest to
smallest, sums the frequencies of each CFF combination, and then applied a threshold the
returned only the top 70% of functions and flows per component. Edmonds et al. validated
the accuracy of the AFCT algorithm on multiple subsets of the consumer product dataset,
determining that the largest dataset was the most accurate [12]. This finding indicates
that a restricted dataset limits the results from which the AFCT algorithm could learn.
The ultimate goal of this research is utilize data from the Design Repository to further
the automation of functional models. A functional model is the graphical representation
of the functional decomposition of a product, and an example of a Black and Decker
Dustbuster can be seen Figure C.7 in the Appendix. Figure C.7 demonstrates the
complexity of functional models. To simplify the process of automation, we begin by
building individual-component-based linear functional chains. We have shown in previous
research that finding associations between functions and flows, and components, allows
us to build these linear functional chains [11] [12]. Starting with a simplified model, we
can work out the issues and problems with automation rather than starting with such
complexity as a full product functional model. With the CFF combinations returned
from the AFCT algorithm, we build linear functional chains for components.
Functional decomposition has been the subject of extensive research [3] [4]. Some
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of this research involves developing grammar rules to help solve the consistency issue
with building functional models [8] [16]. Kurfman et al. found that despite a formal
language, repeatability was a challenge among both novices and experts [22]. These
grammar rules help determine the appropriate order of the functions and flows for a
product while developing a functional model. We apply grammar rules to the creation
of linear functional chains.

C.3.2 Weighted Confidence Metric
Weighting is a commonly used tool when dealing with statistical probabilities or uncertainty [23] [24]. Based on the idea that not all results are equal, a weight can be assigned
to a probability to increase or decrease its influence on the results. In our work, the inequality in results comes from varying frequencies and consistencies in our data. In using
our ACFT algorithm described above, we found that CFF frequency did not account for
the prevalence or consistency of the CFF combinations in the dataset. In other words,
a CFF combination that occurred five times could have the same CFF frequency as a
CFF combination that occurred 500 times in the dataset. Weighting these rare CFF
combinations the same as combinations with high prevalence can create a false sense
of confidence in the analysis. Additionally, some CFF combinations only occur once,
returning a CFF frequency of 100%. This data is likely associated with a component
that does not often occur in products. However, data that has low prevalence is still
useful and vital to include in our automation process. We do not want to eliminate the
results with low frequency or consistency, but we want to indicate additional information
about the influence that is not found in those metrics alone. Therefore, we developed
quantitative descriptors for our data with the aim of using them to build an improved
metric for CFF frequency.
O’Halloran et al. developed a frequency weighting metric that helps understand
reliability and uncertainty in early design phases [25]. Their work uses The Design
Repository to calculate and predict failure based on the number of occurrences. They
calculate frequency weights and apply them to a Hierarchical Bayes model in a similar
manner to the Holt-Winter method that is used to forecast based on Exponentially
Weighted Moving Averages (EWMA) [26][27]. Their overall method is the Early Design
Reliability Prediction Method (EDRPM), and it calculates weights based on occurrence
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Table C.1: METRICS DEVELOPED FOR WEIGHTED CONFIDENCE
Metric

Measure

CFF count
per component
Max CFF count
per component
Unique CFF
combinations
Unique CFF
combinations
in Threshold
Prevalence

This metric accounts for the
commonness of the component
in the dataset

Consistency

This metric determines how
uniform the CFF combinations
are per component

Weighted
Confidence

This metric describes the both
prevalence and consistency of
the CFF combination data.

Description
The number of CFF combinations
per component in the dataset.
The component with the max number
of CFF combinations in dataset.
The number of unique CFF
combinations per component
The number of unique CFF
combinations per component
within the 70% threshold of the dataset.
The ratio of the number of times a
component occurs in the dataset to
the max number of times any
component occurs in the dataset
The ratio of the total unique CFF
combinations per component to
the unique CFF combinations in the
threshold dataset (scaled 0 to 1)
The harmonic mean of prevalence
and consistency

Example
Component:
Electric Wire

Example
Component:
Housing

651

1257

1257

1257

39

101

2

7

0.51

1

1

0.73

0.68

0.85

instead of the time series data in EWMA [28].
Our method of calculating a weighted confidence metric is similar to the EDRPM
because it accounts for occurrence (prevalence) and is similar to IPW because it accounts
for rarity (consistency). We blend the two metrics together to give a weighted confidence
factor that best represents the data in the Design Repository. We chose to use the
harmonic mean to combine prevalence and consistency to create the weighted confidence
metric because of its superior application in using ratios [29].

C.4 METHODS
The purpose of this methodology is to develop a way to improve the CFF frequency
data fidelity, ultimately improving our linear functional chain automation results. Below,
we present the methods in four steps: 1) retrieve consumer products data from the
Design Repository, 2) apply the CFF frequency and thresholding automation algorithm,
3) develop a weighted confidence metric, and 4) create linear functional chains.
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Step 1. Retrieve Data
To test this methodology, we chose to work with the largest dataset in the Design
Repository—-the consumer products dataset. We previously found the consumer products
dataset is the most accurate and gives the most confidence in the automation results. In
verifying the accuracy of the AFCT algorithm results, we tested the algorithm on four
smaller datasets, both component-specific and a company based product portfolio. We
found that learning from the most possible products returns the highest accuracy [12].
To extract the information needed, we query the Design Repository for the component
and function and flow connection for the 142 consumer products.

Step 2. Apply the Automated Frequency Calculation and Thresholding
(AFCT) Algorithm
We utilize the automation frequency calculation and thresholding algorithm (AFCT)
developed previously to retrieve CFF frequency and thresholding data for the consumer
products dataset [12]. Once the threshold was applied, the unique function and flows per
component were reduced to a range of 1 to 22 compared to 1 to 101.
An example component can be seen in Figure C.2. For the component pulley, the CFF
frequency of the first two functions and flows sums to 63%, so the third is added to the list
to reach the 70% threshold. This brings the sum to 74% and results in rejecting the last
four results. For example, based on the results from Figure C.2, the order of the linear
functional model would be secure solid, guide solid, and transfer mechanical. We use
grammar rules and design knowledge to put the function and flow in linear order, not the
magnitude of the CFF frequency. Note that the third and fourth results for pulley have
the same CFF frequency, the AFCT algorithm arbitrarily removes one of these results
over threshold. This limitation will be discussed in more depth in the Assumptions and
Limitations section.

Step 3. Develop a Weighted Confidence Metric
As described previously, the AFCT algorithm returns the most likely functions and flows
per component. While the results of the algorithm are invaluable for the automation
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Figure C.2: EXAMPLE TO ILLUSTRATE THRESHOLD AUTOMATION FOR THE
COMPONENT PULLEY
process, the CFF frequency calculation does not indicate the prevalence or consistency of
the component. For example, housing, electrical cord, and screw were three components
that appeared well over 100 times in the repository. With examples like this, we can be
confident in the fidelity of AFCT algorithm results. However, many results only occur
once in our dataset, returning a 100% CFF frequency. These rare CFF combinations
have a high CFF frequency, yet the fidelity of this result is much lower. This example
demonstrates that the magnitude of the CFF frequency is not indicative of the fidelity
of the data. To improve the fidelity of the results of our AFCT algorithm, we developed
a weighted confidence metric to account for the data fidelity of the automation results.
In order to create the weighted confidence metric, we took the harmonic mean of two
metrics, prevalence, and consistency. To reiterate, prevalence measures the commonness
of the component, and consistency measures how uniform the CFF combinations are
per component. These metrics are described in Table C.1. Two example components
demonstrate the numbers used to calculate the weighted confidence metric and are shown
in Table C.1. Consistency was scaled from 1 to 0 to make it equal in magnitude to
prevalence so that the harmonic mean could be estimated. Harmonic mean in Equation
C.1 is a more representative mean when dealing with ratios rather than the arithmetic
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mean [29], where n is the number of variables used to calculate the mean, in our case n
= 2 (consistency and prevalence), a1 is consistency, and a2 is prevalence.
HarmonicM ean = H =

1
a1

+

1
a2

n
+ ··· +

1
an

(C.1)

High prevalence is demonstrated in Table C.1, the component housing occurs 1257
times in the dataset. Housing is a component that occurs in almost all consumer products,
so naturally, it would have a high prevalence. An example of low prevalence is analog
display, which only occurs once, indicating that only one product in the repository has
this component. An example of high consistency is shown in Table C.1, electric wire
has the highest ratio of total unique CFF combinations to unique CFF combinations in
threshold, 39/2. Demonstrating that even though there are 39 combinations for electric
wire, only two of those combinations represent 70% of the results, transfer electrical (44%)
and couple solid (26%).

Step 4. Create Linear Functional Chains
We can use the likely functions and flows found by the AFCT algorithm to develop linear
functional chains. The weighted confidence metric can be used to determine the fidelity of
the linear functional chain. We show four distinct example components from the dataset
that are representative of the four combinations of high- and low-CFF frequency and
weighted confidence below:
1. High CFF frequency, high weighted confidence
2. Low CFF frequency, high weighted confidence
3. Low CFF frequency, low weighted confidence
4. High CFF frequency, low weighted confidence.
These categories represent the four quadrants in Table C.2. As stated above, CFF
frequency alone cannot determine the prevalence and consistency of data. Combining the
weighted confidence metric with CFF frequency, as seen in Table C.2, provides additional
information improving our automation process. High CFF frequency indicates that the
component has few functions and flows associated with it, and high weighted confidence
indicates that the component often appears in the data and has consistent, unique
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Table C.2: DESCRIPTION OF THE COMBINATION OF CFF FREQUENCY AND
WEIGHTED CONFIDENCE
High
Weighted
Confidence
Low
Weighted
Confidence

Multiple results per
component that occur
many times.
Multiple results per
component that only
occur a few times.
Low CFF frequency

One or two CFF results
that occur many times in
the dataset.
One or Two CFF results
per component that only
occur once.
High CFF frequency

function and flows. Low CFF frequency indicates that the component has many associated
functions and flows, while low weighted confidence indicates that the component is rare
in the data and is not consistent with unique function and flows. We chose an example
component from each quadrant to demonstrate an automated linear function chain,
using the function and flow combinations found by the CFF frequency calculation and
thresholding algorithm.
To form the order of the linear functional chain, if there are more than one function
and flow per component, we order the functions and flows based on previously created
grammar rules. For example, Bohm et al. state that the import function occurs first and
only once per flow in a chain of components, and that export is the last function in a
chain of components [19]. Grammar rules do not exist for every combination of function
and flow. Currently, we are creating the linear functional chains by hand using expert
knowledge. As this research progresses, we will develop additional grammar rules, which
will help continue to automate the process of developing functional models.

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
The primary limitation in our previous work (that this research seeks to eliminate) is that
a CFF combination could appear a few times or several hundred times in the dataset,
and with only the CFF frequency calculation, there was not a way to determine the
difference. We make key assumptions in this research: primarily, we assume that due to
the use of the Functional and Component Basis terms, the data in the Design Repository
is consistent. For example, one function and flow combination that appeared for both
components rivet and screw is couple solid. This consistency allows us to compare
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function and flow across components. However, we know that at times due to multiple
entries from different researchers, we do need to account for variance and error, such as
the component basis terms container and reservoir being used interchangeably. Input
fidelity and linguistic imprecision, such as the difference between container and reservoir,
are two concerns. This is ultimately why we chose to develop the weighted confidence
metric to help account for any erroneous data.
While we found the 70% threshold worked for the majority of components, some
components fall outside this typical pattern. For example, the components condenser
and screen have an even split of the CFF frequency across all results. This equal
distribution creates a unique situation where the threshold arbitrarily eliminates the last
function and flow. Figure C.8 in the Appendix shows the AFCT algorithm results for
both components. In cases like this example and the pulley example (Figure C.2), future
work is needed to optimize the threshold in the AFCT algorithm.

C.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
C.5.1 Automated CFF frequency Calculation and Thresholding (AFCT)
Algorithm
The 142 products were composed of 132 different component basis types and 161 functions
and flows that were combined to create the CFF combinations. The query and algorithm
returned 11,394 CFF combinations for the 142 consumer products in the Design Repository. The range, average, and median of the different CFF combinations can be seen in
Table C.3.

C.5.2 Weighted Confidence Metric
The weighted confidence metric improves the automated results of the CFF frequency
calculation and thresholding algorithm by incorporating the prevalence and consistency
of the data. The relationship between consistency and prevalence was not proved to be a
1-to-1 relationship for a significant portion of the data, demonstrating the importance of
including both metrics in the weighted confidence calculation, see Figure C.3 trend line.
Figure C.4 shows the relationship between CFF frequency and weighted confidence.
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Table C.3: RANGE AVERAGE AND MEDIAN OF THE COMPONENT FUNCTION
FLOW ASSOCIATIONS
Range

Average

Median

Total individual CFF
combinations per component

1-1257

133

55

Individual CFF combinations
per component within threshold

1-908

105

45

Total unique CFF
combinations per component

1-101

27

22

Unique CFF combinations
per component within threshold

1-22

10

9

Each point represents one CFF combination. The size of the bubble is the number of
CFF combination occurrences per component in the dataset; for example, housing has
1257 CFF combinations (the max number of occurrences for a component in the dataset)
seen in the top left of the figure. Figure C.4 shows that the weighted confidence metric
is needed to improve data fidelity of CFF frequency results, as high weighted confidence
values are found across all CFF frequency values. A low CFF frequency is not indicative
of the importance of the CFF combination; rather, it simply indicates that there are
multiple results per component. The average number of unique functions and flows per
component is 10, illustrating that most components have multiple associated functions
and flows. Figure C.4 shows the large percentage of the CFF combinations have a CFF
frequency below 40%. For example, housing, which has 7 CFF combinations in threshold,
resulting in low CFF frequency for each combination. However, housing has the highest
prevalence in the dataset, resulting in a high weighted confidence value, which is more
indicative of the fidelity of the data than the CFF frequency values. In Figure C.5,
we have partitioned the parameter space into four quadrants to show examples of four
combinations of CFF frequency and weighted confidence values discussed in the methods
and shown in Table C.2. The results demonstrate that while CFF frequency is needed to
return the likely functions and flows per component, the magnitude of CFF frequency is
not essential; however, the magnitude of the weighted confidence can indicate confidence
in the automation results.
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Figure C.3: CONSISTENCY VERSUS PREVALENCE
Here, we briefly describe four specific results from Figure C.5.
A. Low CFF frequency, high weighted confidence The automation algorithm returned 7 CFF combinations within the threshold for the component housing. Multiple
CFF combinations per component result in a lower CFF frequency per combination.
Housing is the component with the highest prevalence in the dataset at 1257, and it has
high consistency with a ratio of 101 unique CFF combinations to 7 unique CFF combinations in the threshold. Since housing has both a high prevalence and consistency in
the dataset the weighted confidence value is also high at 85%. The top CFF combination
was Housing - Position Solid with a CFF frequency of 23%, the other 6 combinations
had a lower CFF frequency.
B. High CFF frequency, high weighted confidence Screw has very high CFF frequency because within the threshold; there is only one CFF combination, Screw - Couple
Solid. This combination has a CFF frequency of 92%, meaning Couple Solid is the
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Figure C.4: WEIGHTED CONFIDENCE VERSUS CFF frequency WITH THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COMPONENT AS THE SIZE OF THE BUBBLE
most likely function and flow for the component Screw. Like housing, screw has both a
high prevalence and high consistency. The prevalence is how often screw appears in the
dataset, 647 times. Consistency is the ratio of unique CFF combinations to unique CFF
combinations within threshold, which is 18 to 1. The weighted confidence metric is 66%.
C. Low CFF frequency, low weighted confidence Condenser- Convert Gas is an
example of a CFF combination that has low CFF frequency but also a low weighted
confidence value. The automation algorithm returned five unique CFF combinations for
condenser, but there were only a total of six results in the Repository. The component
condenser only shows up in three of the 142 products in the Repository, indicating that
this a rare component in our products. The low weighted confidence metric, 0.8%, indicates low fidelity of the automation results.
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D. High CFF frequency, low weighted confidence Analog Display-Indicate Mechanical is an example of a CFF combination that only occurs once in the Repository.
The CFF frequency is therefore very high, 100%, but the weighted confidence is very low,
0.15%. CFF combinations that only occur once return a false high CFF frequency that
can be illuminated by the low weighted confidence metric.

Figure C.5: EXAMPLE DATA FOR THE FOUR QUADRANTS OF COMBINED
WEIGHTED CONFIDENCE AND CFF frequency.

C.5.3 Linear Functional Models
To translate our findings into automation, we developed four linear functional chains based
on our four examples above in Figure C.5. Each example component came from one of
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the four quadrants shown in Table C.2. The linear functional chains are a demonstration
of the automation process described in the methods. The AFCT algorithm returns the
most likely functions and flows for a component. If there is more than one function and
flow returned for a component, the results are ordered using existing grammar rules and
expert knowledge. The components in Figure C.6 demonstrate that components vary
in complexity and therefore vary in functional chains. Screw, for example, has only one
function and flow, couple solid, whereas condenser has many more functions and flows.
This complexity can also be attributed to the function the component performs in the
product; for example, a knife blade performs a more straightforward function than a
jigsaw blade.
For the linear function chains shown in Figure C.6, the higher weighted confidence
metric for housing and screw indicates higher data fidelity than the two components
with lower weighted confidence, condenser, and analog display. As seen in Figure C.6
A., housing is an example of a component with multiple results; these results need to be
ordered linearly. For the flow of human material, we apply the following grammar rules
adapted from Bohm and Stone a) import is automatically placed as the first function for a
chain and b) export is automatically placed as the last function for a chain [19]. Currently,
grammar rules do not exist to describe the order functions such as position, guide, couple,
and secure. Therefore, using our knowledge of functional models, we determined that
position solid must come before guide solid, and guide solid would come before couple
solid, and couple solid would come before secure solid. The same reasoning was applied
to the component condenser, FigureC.6 C. As we move toward automation, we will
continue to develop grammar rules to improve the machine learning of our process. The
grammar rules also dictate that the convert function has separate inflows and outflows;
therefore, the automation would place transfer gas before convert gas for the component
condenser seen in Figure C.6.

C.6 CONCLUSION
We set out to assess the prevalence and consistency of the outlying component-functionflow combination (CFF combinations) in the Design Repository data. In previous work,
we found that CFF frequency was a suitable metric to determine a components likely
function and flow, but was unable to identify the prevalence and consistency of the com-
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Figure C.6: LINEAR FUNCTIONAL CHAINS OF THE FOUR EXAMPLES IN FIGURE C.4
ponents in the dataset. Our work developed a weighted confidence metric to supplement
CFF frequency during the automation process. The weighted confidence metric supports CFF frequency by analyzing the components data fidelity, identifying the range of
low to high confidence. Figure C.4 demonstrated the distribution of CFF combinations
across frequency and weighted confidence. The range of distribution of CFF frequency
is shifted towards the lower end of the spectrum because the majority of components
in the consumer products dataset have multiple function and flow outputs resulting in
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the division of CFF frequency across all instances. However, the weighted confidence is
distributed more evenly across all CFF combinations, indicating that there is a range
of data fidelity in the Design Repository. Ultimately we need both metrics in order to
automate the process; the CFF frequency metric returns the most likely function and
flow results for each component, and then the weighted confidence metric accounts for
prevalence and consistency in the data. With the weighted confidence metric, we are
now able to capture occurrences of all components in a given dataset, thus improving
the results of our automation algorithm. By including the weighted confidence metric,
we have eliminated the tendency to discard useful outliers to reduce the noise in analysis
such that these outliers can now be included in the concept generation process. The
inclusion of these outliers can provide valuable creative insight to designers. We have
provided a simple method that researchers could implement with their own datasets to
weight results versus discarding outliers, ultimately increasing the robustness of data
analysis.
This methodology has helped increase the utility of automated functional modeling.
However, there is still much to be done to fully automate the process of creating complex
functional models for entire products. The next step would be to integrate the weighted
confidence metric into the AFCT algorithm, returning both metrics. Future work should
also look at optimizing a threshold specific to each component, identifying where adding
additional function-flow combinations has a negligible change. In order to broaden
linear functional chains to the full functional model, work must be done on connecting
components to each other, as well as connecting the components through flows.
One of the main goals of this research is to help expand the Design Repository. As
we develop our automation process, it becomes easier in the future to add information
from other repositories, which significantly expands our database. We are working with
additional OSU researchers to house the information from an existing Sustainable Design Repository in the OSU Design Repository [30]. Combining this information adds
additional products, as well as sustainable design information such as LCA analysis and
manufacturing processes. Expanding on the work presented in the Function-Human
Error Design Method (FHEDM), Soria et al. have been using Design Repository data to
develop new relationships, such as incorporating the user, user interactions, human error
[31] [32]. The database structure of the Design repository provides mapping and connections between categories of the product systems, expanding these connections to include
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sustainability and user-system interactions will bring these important considerations to
the early phase of design decisions.
This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under
Grant No. CMMI-1826469. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the National Science Foundation.
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C.7 Appendix A: Functional Model Example

Figure C.7: BLACK AND DECKER DUSTBUSTER FUNCTIONAL MODEL
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C.8 Appendix B: Additional Component Examples

Figure C.8: EXAMPLE COMPONENTS TO ILLUSTRATE LIMITATIONS OF
THRESHOLD AUTOMATION
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Appendix D: "AutoFunc" Python Code
D.1 AutoFunc Modules
D.1.1 AutoFunc Module: counter_pandas.py
1
2
3

"""
This counts instances of function-flow combinations per component to find the frequency of each combination by
dividing it by all of the combinations for each component (# of occurrences / total occurrences).

5

"""

7

def counter_pandas(dataframe):

9
10

"""
Counts instances and sorts them by frequency

12
13
14
15

Parameters
---------dataframe : Pandas dataframe
A Pandas dataframe with the product information

17
18
19
20
21

Returns
------comb_sort
Returns a dictionary of function and flow combinations sorted by frequency. The key is the
component and the value is a list of the structure: [function-flow, frequency]

23

"""

25
26

# Combinations of components, functions, and/or flows are stored in a dictionary with the first column
# as the key and the second column as the value

28

combos = {}

30
31

# Instances of each item in the columns are counted for later analysis
counts = {}

33

for row in dataframe.itertuples():

36
37
38

# By convention, the first column is the component and the second column is the function and/or flow
comp = row.comp
func = row.func

40
41
42
43
44

# Create a dictionary with a count of instances of each component
if comp not in counts:
counts[comp] = 1
else:
counts[comp] += 1

46
47

# Create a dictionary that tracks the number of times a component has a function and/or flow
if comp not in combos:
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48

combos[comp] = {}

50

combos[comp][func] = 1

52
53
54
55
56

else:
if func not in combos[comp]:
combos[comp][func] = 1
else:
combos[comp][func] += 1

58
59
60

# (1) Convert the dictionary of a dictionary to a dictionary of lists for sorting then (2) divide the functions
# and/or flows for each component by the total number of component instances to get the percentage
# of each combination and (3) sort the dictionary by the percentages of each combination.

62
63
64
65
66
67

# (1) Convert
comb_sort = {}
for cs, fs in combos.items():
for k, v in combos[cs].items():
# (2) Divide
comb_sort.setdefault(cs, []).append([k, v / counts[cs]])

69
70
71

# (3) Sort
for k, v in comb_sort.items():
v.sort(key=lambda x: x[1], reverse=True)

73

return comb_sort

D.1.2 AutoFunc Module: find_similarities.py
1
2
3

"""
Builds a similarity matrix with product IDs as the rows and headers and the similarity between each combination as
the matrix value in that index. The diagonal is 1 because each product is 100% similar to itself.

5
6

Similarity here is defined as the percentage of components that two products have in common. The matrix is not symmetric
because each product can have a different number of components.

8

"""

11
12

import pandas as pd
from numpy import zeros

14

def find_similarities(input_dataframe):

17
18

"""
Find the similarity between all products in a repository

20
21
22
23

Parameters
---------input_dataframe : Pandas dataframe
A Pandas dataframe with the product information

25
26
27
28

Returns
------similarity_df
Returns a Pandas dataframe in an nxn matrix format with the similarity between each product

30

"""
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32
33

# Separating all of the product ids into a list
all_ids = list(map(int, input_dataframe.id.unique()))

35
36
37

# Building an nxn dataframe with the product ids as the row and column headers
similarity_df = pd.DataFrame(zeros((len(all_ids), len(all_ids))), columns=all_ids,
index=all_ids)

40

for e in all_ids:

42
43

testing_comps = input_dataframe.loc[input_dataframe[’id’] == e][’comp’]
unq_testing_comps = list(testing_comps.unique())

45

for id in all_ids:

47
48

comparing_comps = input_dataframe.loc[input_dataframe[’id’] == id][’comp’]
unq_comparing_comps = list(comparing_comps.unique())

50

similar = 0

52
53
54

for tc in unq_testing_comps:
if tc in unq_comparing_comps:
similar += 1

56
57
58

# Count components in each, find the percent of similar components
# Flipping rows and columns to use Pandas built in evaluators for thresholding
percent_similar = similar/len(unq_comparing_comps)

60
61

# Put the similarity value into the matrix at the correct place
similarity_df.loc[e,id]=percent_similar

63

print(percent_similar)

65

return similarity_df

D.1.3 AutoFunc Module: get_func_rep.py
1

"""

3
4

Find and return a functional representation of a product based on its constituent components and the results previously
found from data mining

6

"""

8

import csv

10

def get_func_rep(thresh_results, input_comps, conf_values = True):

12
13

"""
Find the functional representation of a set of components based on the results of data mining

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Parameters
---------thresh_results : dict
The return dictionary from the "get_top_results" function
input_comps : string
The filename of a .csv file containing the components of a product
conf_values : bool
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22

A boolean of whether or not to return the results with the frequency values, default is True

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Returns
------learned_dict
Returns a dictionary of function and flow combinations sorted by confidence for each component in the input_case.
The key is the component and the value is a list of function-flow combinations.
unmatched
Returns a list of components that were in the set of input components but not found in the data mining results.

32

"""

34
35

# Instances of each component are counted
counts = {}

37
38

# keep a list of components that were not learned in data mining
unmatched = []

40
41

with open(input_comps, encoding=’utf-8-sig’) as input_file:
for row in csv.reader(input_file, delimiter=’,’):

43
44
45
46
47
48

52
53

comp = row[0]
# Create a dictionary with each component
if comp not in counts:
counts[comp] = 1
else:
counts[comp] += 1

# Method of returning results with frequency values
if conf_values is True:

55

res_with_conf = {}

57
58

# Inherit the values of thresh_results for each of the same component in input components
for k, v in counts.items():

60

if k in thresh_results:

62

res_with_conf[k] = thresh_results[k]

64

else:

66
67
69

if k not in unmatched:
unmatched.append(k)
return res_with_conf, unmatched

71

else:

73

# Method of returning results without frequency values

75
76

# List for keeping track of which function-flows happen for each component
keep_flows = []

78
79

# Dictionary for keeping CFF combinations from the learning set
learned_dict = {}

81

for k, v in counts.items():

83

if k in thresh_results:
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85

for vs in thresh_results[k]:

87
88

# Append list of all of the function-flows for each component
keep_flows.append(vs[0])

90
91

# Save list of function-flows for each component
learned_dict[k] = keep_flows

93
94

# Reset list for each component
keep_flows = []

96

else:

98
99

if k not in unmatched:
unmatched.append(k)

101

return learned_dict, unmatched

D.1.4 AutoFunc Module: get_precision_recall.py
1

"""

3
4

Find the accuracy of a prediction based on the known results in a testing set and the predicted results from
a training set. The accuracy is represented in the F1 score.

6

"""

9

import itertools

12

def precision_recall(thresh_results, test_records):

14
15
16
17
18

"""
Imports the results of the frequency-finding and thresholding algorithm, which are the results predicted to be in
future components. The functions and flows for the components in the testing set are predicted based on these
results, which are compared with the actual results and used to calculate the accuracy of how well the prediction
performed.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

+--------+-----+---------------------------------+
|
|
Predicted?
|
+--------+-----+----------------+----------------+
|
| Yes
| No
|
+--------+-----+----------------+----------------+
|
| Yes | True Positive | False Negative |
|Actual? +-----+----------------+----------------+
|
| No | False Positive | True Negative |
+--------+-----+----------------+----------------+

30

TP = True Positive, FP = False Positive, FN = False Negative, TN = True Negative

32
33

Precision is the ratio of correct predictions to all predictions made by the classifier (TP/(TP + FP)).
This number is the ratio of predictions that were identified as being in the product that are actually in the product.

35
36

Recall is the ratio of correct predictions to all actual results made by the classifier (TP/(TP + FN)).
This number is the ratio of the actual results that were correctly predicted.

38
39

Recall is representative of the confidence that no positives have been missed and precision is
representative of the confidence in the True Positives.

117

41

The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall

43

(2 * precision * recall) / (precision + recall)

45
46
47
48
49

Parameters
---------thresh_results : dict
The results of the "find_top_thresh" function. These are the predicted function and flow combinations for each
component

51
52

test_records : list
The function and flow combinations for each component in the testing set, organized in a list.

54
55
56
57

Returns
------learned_dict
Returns a dictionary of what was learned from the results of the data mining automation

59
60

matched
A dictionary of the functions and flows that were correctly matched for each component

62
63

overmatched
A dictionary of the functions and flows that were overmatched for each component

65
66

unmatched
A dictionary of the functions and flows that were unmatched for each component

68
69

recall
A single number for the recall score for this combination of testing and training sets

71
72

precision
A single number for the precision score for this combination of testing and training sets

74
75

f1
A single number for the F1 score for this combination of testing and training sets

77

"""

79
80

# Make dictionary of actual CFF combinations from test case
test_actual = {}

82
83

# Remove duplicates from input set of test components
k = test_records

85
86

k.sort()
list(k for k,_ in itertools.groupby(k))

88
89

# Create dictionary of format: {component: [function-flow1, function-flow 2, etc.]}
for e in k:

91
92

# Make dictionary of list of function-flows for each component
test_actual.setdefault(e[0], []).append(e[1])

95
96

# List for keeping track of which function-flows happen for each component
keep_flows = []

98
99

# Dictionary for keeping CFF combinations from the learning set
learned_dict = dict()

101

for k,v in thresh_results.items():

118
103
105
106

for vs in v:
# Append list of all of the function-flows for each component
keep_flows.append(vs[0])

108
109

# Save list of function-flows for each component
learned_dict[k] = keep_flows

111
112

# Reset list for each component
keep_flows = []

115
116
117
118

# Empty dictionaries for each category
overmatched = {}
matched = {}
unmatched = {}

120

not_found = {}

122
123
124
125

# Zeroed number for each factor to sum
overmatched_factor = 0
unmatched_factor = 0
matched_factor = 0

127

for k, v in test_actual.items():

129
130
132

# Skip unclassified components
if k != ’unclassified’:
if k in learned_dict:

134
135
136

# Make a set for the lists of function-flows for each component
actual_flows = set(v)
learned_flows = set(learned_dict[k])

138

# Make dictionary for each component based on which category it falls in to

140
141

# If component is in the learning set but not in the test case, it is overmatched
overmatched[k] = learned_flows.difference(actual_flows)

143
144

# If component is in the test case but not in the learning set, it is unmatched
unmatched[k] = actual_flows.difference(learned_flows)

146
147

# If component is in both sets, it is matched
matched[k] = actual_flows.intersection(learned_flows)

150
151
152
153

# Keep running sum of how many function-flows fell into each category
overmatched_factor += len(overmatched[k])
unmatched_factor += len(unmatched[k])
matched_factor += len(matched[k])

155
157

else:
unmatched_factor += len(test_actual[k])

160

## Precision and Recall Stuff

162
163
164

true_positive = matched_factor
false_positive = overmatched_factor
false_negative = unmatched_factor

119
166

recall = true_positive / (true_positive + false_negative)

168

precision = true_positive / (true_positive + false_positive)

170
171
172
173

if precision == 0 or recall == 0:
f1 = 0
else:
f1 = 2 * ((precision * recall)/(precision + recall))

175

return learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1

D.1.5 AutoFunc Module: get_top_results.py
1

"""

3

Takes the results of the frequency-finding and sorting algorithm and cuts off the sum of frequencies at a threshold

5

"""

8

def get_top_results(conf_results, threshold=0.7):

10
11

"""
Use top XX% of results as a threshold for the functions and flows that are associated with each component.

13
14
15
16
17
18

Parameters
---------conf_results : dict
The return dictionary from the "find_associations" function
threshold : float
The threshold used for finding the top percentage of confidences

20
21
22
23
24

Returns
------return_dict
Returns a dictionary of function and flow combinations sorted by confidence that sum up to the threshold.
The key is the component and the value is a list of type: [function-flow, confidence]

26

"""

28
29

# Empty dictionary to collect top percentage of threshold
thresh_results = {}

31
32

# Counter to keep track of sum of confidences through the top results
so_far = 0

34
35

# Counter to keep track of how many function-flows were used to reach sum threshold
i = 0

37
38

# Sum confidence values for each CFF
for k,v in conf_results.items():

40
42
43
45

while so_far <= threshold:
# Each value is a list of list, iterate through the outer list
for vs in v:
if so_far <= threshold:

120
47
48

# Sum confidence values
so_far += vs[1]

50
51

# Keep track of list index for appending resulting CFF combinations
i += 1

53
54

# For the results dictionary, append a list of all resulting function-flows that fell within the threshold
thresh_results.setdefault(k, []).append(v[0:i])

56
57
58

# Reset index counter and confidence sum
i = 0
so_far = 0

60

return_dict = {}

62

for k,v in thresh_results.items():

64

return_dict[k] = v[0]

66

return return_dict

D.1.6 AutoFunc Module: split_learning_verification.py
1

"""

3

Split a dataframe into training and testing sets

5

"""

7

def split_learning_verification(dataframe, verification_ids):

9
10
11

"""
Takes a Pandas dataframe and splits it into training and testing sets. The input IDs are the testing set, the
rest of the dataframe is the training set

13
14
15
16

Parameters
---------dataframe : Pandas dataframe
A Pandas dataframe of the whole set that will be split

18
19

verification_ids : list
The ID(s) that will be separated from the dataframe to constitute the testing set

21
22
23
24

Returns
------test_df
Returns a Pandas dataframe with the testing set consisting of the products with the IDs in the input list

26
27
28

train_df
Returns a Pandas dataframe with the training set consisting of every product with IDs that were not
in the input list

30

"""

32

ids = list(map(int, dataframe.id.unique()))

34

learn_ids = []

36

for e in ids:

121
37
38

if e not in verification_ids:
learn_ids.append(e)

41

test_df = dataframe[dataframe[’id’].isin(verification_ids)]

44

train_df = dataframe[dataframe[’id’].isin(learn_ids)]

46

return test_df, train_df

D.2 AutoFunc Examples
D.2.1 AutoFunc Example: example_cross_validation.py
1

"""

3

Example using k-fold cross-validation to find the accuracy of a data mining classifier

5
6
7

The products in the folds are randomized, so it calculates an average of multiple iterations of the cross-validation
To change the number of folds, change the variable "k = 10" to a different number
To change the number of iterations folds that are averaged, change the variable "iters = 10" at the top of the main loop

9
10

This can use separate sets of data for training and testing sets. The training set comes from the first file called
"file_to_learn" and the testing set comes from the second file called "file_to_test"

12
13

If using the Black and Decker as the training set, set the boolean near the top to "bd = True" and it will use a
different loop that changes all of the necessary variables

15

"""

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

from autofunc.get_precision_recall import precision_recall
from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.counter_pandas_with_counts import counter_pandas_with_counts
from autofunc.make_df import make_df
from autofunc.split_learning_verification import split_learning_verification
from autofunc.df_to_list import df_to_list
import os.path
from math import floor
import random
import pandas as pd
from itertools import combinations
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from operator import itemgetter
from statistics import mean
import numpy as np
from mpl_toolkits import mplot3d
import scipy.stats as stats

38

import time

41

start = time.time()

122
43
44

## If using the black and decker dataset, set this to True
bd = False

46
47
48

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/reservoir_systems.csv’)

50
51

# CSV with systems to test (blade, heating element, reservoir, etc.)
file_to_test = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/reservoir_systems.csv’)

53
54

test_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_test)
train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)

56
57
58
59

# test_ids = list(store_data.id.unique())
test_ids = list(map(int,test_data.id.unique()))
train_ids = list(map(int,train_data.id.unique()))
random.shuffle(test_ids)

62
63

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of confidence values
threshold = 0.7

65
66

# Pandas
df = make_df(file_to_learn)

68
69

# # Split into folds
k = 10

71
72
73
74

keep = []
plots = []
precisions = []
recalls = []

76

f1s = 0

79
80
81
82
83
84

## If using B&D
# BD Dataframe
if bd:
bd_file = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/bd_systems.csv’)
bd_df = make_df(bd_file)
bd_ids = list(map(int, bd_df.id.unique()))

86

new_ids = [x for x in test_ids if x not in bd_ids]

88
89

n = floor(len(new_ids)/k)
folds = [new_ids[i * n:(i + 1) * n] for i in range((len(new_ids) + n - 1) // n)]

92
93

iters = 10
count = 0

95

averages = []

97
98
99
100
101
102
104
105

for i in range(iters):
random.shuffle(test_ids)
# Split into folds
n = floor(len(test_ids) / k)
# Making folds using list comprehension
folds = [test_ids[i * n:(i + 1) * n] for i in range((len(test_ids) + n - 1) // n)]
for e in folds:
verification_ids = e

123

107

ver_df, learn_df = split_learning_verification(df, verification_ids)

109

ver_list = df_to_list(ver_df)

111
112
113

if not bd:
comb_sort, counts, combos = counter_pandas_with_counts(learn_df)
thresh_results = get_top_results(comb_sort, threshold)

115
116

# Find the F1 score of the verification test by comparing the learned results with the known function/flows
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results, ver_list)

119
120
121
122

if bd:
bd_comb_sort = counter_pandas(bd_df)
bd_thresh_results = get_top_results(bd_comb_sort, threshold)
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(bd_thresh_results, ver_list)

124
125

precisions.append(precision)
recalls.append(recall)

127

print(e)

129

f1s += f1

131
132

keep.append([e, f1])
plots.append(f1)

134

avg_f1 = f1s / len(keep)

136

count += 1

138
139
140
141

print(avg_f1)
averages.append(avg_f1)
avg_f1 = 0
count = 0

145
146

optimum = max(keep,key=itemgetter(1))
avg_f1 = mean(averages)

148
149

print(’Maximum is {0:.2f}’.format(optimum[1]))
print(’Average F1 is {0:.4f}’.format(avg_f1))

152
153

end = time.time()
print(’Time is {0:.2f}’.format(end - start))

D.2.2 AutoFunc Example: example_find_f1_from_file.py
1
2
3
4
5
6

from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.get_precision_recall import precision_recall
from autofunc.df_to_list import df_to_list
import os.path
import pandas as pd

8

""" Example showing how to find F1 score using separate file of input components """

124

11
12
13

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

15
16

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)
combos_sorted = counter_pandas(train_data)

18
19
20

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of confidence values
threshold = 0.5
thresh_results = get_top_results(combos_sorted, threshold)

22
23
24
25

# Use a known product for verification
test_file = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/jigsawQuery_headers.csv’)
test_data = pd.read_csv(test_file)
test_list = df_to_list(test_data)

27
28

learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results,
test_list)

31
32

# Optional write to file - uncomment and rename to write file
# write_results_from_dict(learned_dict, ’test1.csv’)

36
37
38

print(’Recall = {0:.5f}’.format(recall))
print(’Precision = {0:.5f}’.format(precision))
print(’F1 = {0:.5f}’.format(f1))

D.2.3 AutoFunc Example: example_find_f1_from_id.py
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

from autofunc.get_precision_recall import precision_recall
from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.split_learning_verification import split_learning_verification
from autofunc.df_to_list import df_to_list
import pandas as pd
import os.path

9

""" Example showing how to find F1 score by manually selecting product id(s) from original data to test """

11
12

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

14

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)

16
17

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of frequency values
threshold = 0.7

19
20

## Choose ID(s) from learning file to separate into the testing set
test_ids = [691, 169]

22

test_df, train_df = split_learning_verification(train_data, test_ids)

24

test_list = df_to_list(test_df)

26

comb_sort = counter_pandas(train_df)

125
27

thresh_results = get_top_results(comb_sort, threshold)

29
30

# Find the F1 score
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results, test_list)

32
33
34
35

print(’Testing ID(s): {0}’.format(test_ids))
print(’Recall = {0:.5f}’.format(recall))
print(’Precision = {0:.5f}’.format(precision))
print(’F1 = {0:.5f}’.format(f1))

D.2.4 AutoFunc Example: example_find_similarity.py
1
2
3

from autofunc.find_similarities import find_similarities
import pandas as pd
import os.path

5
6

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

8

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)

10
11

## Make similarity dataframe
similarity_df = find_similarities(train_data)

13
14

## This can take a while but never changes for each dataset, so uncomment this line to save to a csv
similarity_df.to_csv(’consumer_similarity1.csv’, index = True, index_label=False, header= True)

D.2.5 AutoFunc Example: example_get_func_rep.py
1
2
3
4
5
6

from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.get_func_rep import get_func_rep
from autofunc.write_results import write_results_from_dict
import os.path
import pandas as pd

9

""" Example showing how to automate functional representation """

11
12
13

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

15

include_frequencies = True

17
18

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)
combos_sorted = counter_pandas(train_data)

20
21
22

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of confidence values
threshold = 0.5
thresh_results = get_top_results(combos_sorted, threshold)

24
25

# Use a known product for verification
input_file = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/InputExample.csv’)

126
27
28

# Get dictionary of functions and flows for each component based on data mining
results, unmatched = get_func_rep(thresh_results, input_file, include_frequencies)

31
32

# Optional write to file - uncomment and rename to write file
write_results_from_dict(results, ’test1.csv’)

D.2.6 AutoFunc Example: example_optimze_with_comp_ratio.py
1

"""

3

This is the same as "example_optimize.py" - see that file for more info on the whole optimization.

5
6

This file also optimizes a training set to have only 30 products but still have high accuracy (96% as good as the
whole training set with 138 products).

8

This is done by stratifying the training set for high accuracy and a high ratio of component basis terms (>75%)

10

Some additional plots are added at the end also that were used in a paper

12

"""

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

from autofunc.get_precision_recall import precision_recall
from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.make_df import make_df
from autofunc.find_similarities import find_similarities
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.split_learning_verification import split_learning_verification
from autofunc.df_to_list import df_to_list
import os.path
from matplotlib import rcParams
rcParams[’font.family’] = ’serif’
rcParams[’font.serif’] = [’Times New Roman’]
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from operator import itemgetter
import numpy as np
from mpl_toolkits import mplot3d
import time
import pandas as pd
from statistics import mean
import scipy.stats as stats

35

start = time.time()

37
38
39

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

41
42

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)
train_df_whole = make_df(file_to_learn)

44

all_train_ids = list(map(int,train_data.id.unique()))

46
47
48
49
50

ps_thresh = []
f1s = []
keep_ps = []
keep_ps_thresh = []
threshes = []

127
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

ps_time = []
comp_ratios = []
points = []
save_data = []
keepers = []
id_comp_ratios = []
scatter_keep = []

60
61
62
63
64

##
##
##
##
##

66
67
68
69
70

## 1. Make similarity dataframe, takes a while so it is saved to csv first for reading in later
# similarity_df = find_similarities(train_data)
# similarity_df.to_csv(’consumer_similarity.csv’, index = True, index_label=False, header= True)
# reading = False
## End 1

72
73
74
75

## 2. Reading in dataframe as computed above
similarity_df = pd.read_csv(’consumer_similarity.csv’)
reading = True
## End 2

78
79

all_comps = list(train_df_whole.comp.unique())
num_all_comps = len(all_comps)

82
83
84
85
86
87
88

## Main loop, comment if not reading in all_data
for test_id in all_train_ids:
# print(test_id)
#
test_df, train_df = split_learning_verification(train_df_whole, [test_id])
test_list = df_to_list(test_df)
train_ids = list(map(int, train_df.id.unique()))

90
91
92
93

id_comp_ratios.append((test_id, len(list(test_df.comp.unique()))/num_all_comps))
#
# Outer loop through percent similar
for i in range(0,100,10):

Uncomment 1 or 2, not both
If generating similarity dataframe for the first time, uncomment 1 and
If reading in the similarity dataframe from 1, uncomment 2 and comment
Reading boolean changes datatype to string when finding keep_ids below
Pandas reads in a csv to a dataframe being different than how it makes

95

ps_start = time.time()

97
98
99

f1_plot = []
thresh_plot = []
ps_plot = []

comment 2
1
to deal with how
its own the first time

101

keep_ids = []

103

ps_thresh = i/100

105
106
107
108

if reading:
keep_ids = similarity_df[similarity_df[str(test_id)] > ps_thresh].index.tolist()
else:
keep_ids = similarity_df[similarity_df[test_id] > ps_thresh].index.tolist()

110

keep_ids.remove(test_id)

112
113

# Only keep rows from data frame that have an id that is in the keep_ids list
keep_df = train_df[train_df[’id’].isin(keep_ids)]

128

115

comb_sort = counter_pandas(keep_df)

118
119

# Component counting and fractions
train_comps = list(keep_df.comp.unique())

121
122
123

if train_comps:
comp_ratio = len(train_comps)/num_all_comps
comp_ratios.append((len(keep_ids), i, comp_ratio))

125
126

if comp_ratio > 0.7 and len(keep_ids) < 40:
keepers.append(keep_ids)

128

scatter_keep.append((comp_ratio,len(keep_ids)))

131
132
133

for t in range(10, 100, 5):
threshold = t / 100
print(test_id, ’ ’, ps_thresh, ’ ’,threshold)

135

thresh_results = get_top_results(comb_sort, threshold)

137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144

if not keep_ids:
f1 = 0
num_train_comps = 0
else:
# Find the F1 score of the verification test by comparing the learned results with the known function/flows
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results,
test_list)
num_train_comps = len(train_comps)

146

save_data.append((test_id,ps_thresh,threshold, len(keep_ids),f1, num_train_comps/num_all_comps))

148

points.append((ps_thresh,threshold,f1))

150

f1s.append(f1)

153
154
155
156
157
158
159

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

keep_ps_thresh.append(ps_thresh)
threshes.append(threshold)
f1_plot.append(f1)
thresh_plot.append(threshold)
ps_plot.append(ps_thresh)

163
164
165

ps_end = time.time()
ps_time.append((len(keep_ids), (ps_end - ps_start)))
##### End Main Loop

168
169
170

###### MultiIndex if needed
# index = pd.MultiIndex.from_tuples(save_data, names=[’Product ID’, ’PS Thresh’,’Thresh’,’Num Keep IDs’])
# all_data = pd.Series(f1s, index=index )

173
174
175

## Uncomment 1 or 2, not both
## If generating all_data from the main loop uncommented, uncomment 1 and comment 2
## If reading in the all_data dataframe, uncomment 2 and comment 1

129
177
178

## 1. Make all_data from main loop
all_data = pd.DataFrame(save_data,columns = [’Test Product ID’, ’PS Thresh’,’Thresh’,’Num Keep IDs’,’F1’,’Comp Ratio’])

180
181

# Uncomment to write to csv
# all_data.to_csv(’all_data_export.csv’, index = False, header=True)

183
184

## 2. Read all_data from csv
# all_data = pd.read_csv(’all_data_export.csv’)

188
189
190
191

averages = []
average_ids = []
avg_avgf1 = []
optimums = []

193
194
195
196
197
198
199

ids_3d = []
ps_3d = []
thresh_3d = []
f1_3d = []
ids_plot = []
ps_plot = []
comp_ratio_plot = []

201
202

for i in range(0, 100, 10):
ps_thresh = i / 100

204
205
206

opt_finder = []
f1_plot = []
thresh_plot = []

209
210
211
212

avg_ids = mean(all_data[’Num Keep IDs’][(all_data[’PS Thresh’] == ps_thresh)])
average_ids.append((ps_thresh, avg_ids))
ids_plot.append(avg_ids)
ps_plot.append(ps_thresh)

214
215

avg_comp_ratio = mean(all_data[’Comp Ratio’][(all_data[’PS Thresh’] == ps_thresh)])
comp_ratio_plot.append(avg_comp_ratio)

218
219

for t in range(10, 100, 5):
threshold = t / 100

221
222
223
224

# Find the average F1 score for each combination of threshold and percent similar
avg_f1 = mean(all_data[’F1’][(all_data[’Thresh’] == threshold) & (all_data[’PS Thresh’] == ps_thresh)])
averages.append((ps_thresh,threshold,avg_f1, avg_ids))
opt_finder.append((ps_thresh,threshold,avg_f1, avg_ids))

226
227

f1_plot.append(avg_f1)
thresh_plot.append(threshold)

230
231
232
233

ids_3d.append(avg_ids)
ps_3d.append(ps_thresh)
thresh_3d.append(threshold)
f1_3d.append(avg_f1)

235
236

# Find best threshold for each percent similar
optimums.append(max(opt_finder,key=itemgetter(2)))

238

avg_avgf1.append(mean(f1_plot))

130

245

## Comp Ratio Stuff

247

comp_ratio_mean = np.mean(id_comp_ratios,axis=0)

249

keeper_count = {}

251
252
253
254
255
256

for id_list in keepers:
for id in id_list:
if id not in keeper_count:
keeper_count[id] = 1
else:
keeper_count[id] += 1

258
259

## Bar Chart - Best IDs
count_keepers = []

261
262
263
264

for k,v in keeper_count.items():
count_keepers.append((k, v))
# ids_bar.append(k)
# counts_bar.append(v)

266
267
268
269
270

count_keepers.sort(key=lambda x: x[1], reverse=True)
ids_bar = [x[0] for x in count_keepers[0:30]]
counts_bar = [x[1] for x in count_keepers[0:30]]
# 30 best ids
# best_ids = [319, 370, 380, 603, 364, 225, 652, 689, 688, 697, 609, 357, 712, 605, 208, 606, 206, 345, 335, 599, 601, 615, 686,
358, 376, 366, 670, 334, 305, 671]

272
273
274
275
276
277
278

x_pos = [i for i, _ in enumerate(ids_bar)]
plt.bar(x_pos, counts_bar)
plt.xlabel("Product ID")
plt.ylabel("Number of Appearances in Best Training Sets")
# plt.title("Count of products in keepers")
plt.xticks(x_pos, ids_bar, rotation=45)
plt.show()

281

## Horizontal bar chart

283
284

ys_bar = counts_bar[0:20]
xs_bar = ids_bar[0:20]

286
287
288
289
290
291
292

product_names = [’datsun truck’,’robotic arm’,’star scanner’,’brother sewing machine’,’power station’,’irobot roomba’,
’weedeater riding lawn mower’,’firestorm drill’,’firestorm circular saw’,’firestorm saber saw’,
’delta nail gun’,’mac cordless dril-driver’,’neato robotics vacuum cleaner’,’delta circular saw’,
’eyeglass cleaner’,’delta drill’,’all-in-one printer’,’garage door opener genie’,’electric stapler’,
’b and d screwdriver’,’bissell hand vac’,’orion paintball gun’,’b and d jigsaw’,’mini bumble ball’,
’skil jigsaw’,’proctor silex iron’,’oliso frisper’,’helicopter and controller’,
’black 12 cup deluxe coffee’,’oliso smart iron’]

294

x_pos = [i for i, _ in enumerate(xs_bar)]

296

fig, ax = plt.subplots()

298
299
300
301

ax.barh(x_pos, ys_bar, align=’center’, color = ’teal’)
ax.set_yticks(x_pos)
ax.set_yticklabels(product_names[0:20])
ax.invert_yaxis() # labels read top-to-bottom

131
302

ax.set_xlabel(’Number of Appearances in Best Training Sets’)

304

plt.show()

306

## End bar graph, no subplots

309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

323

## End bar graph, no subplots

327
328
329
330
331

avg_opt = mean([x[1] for x in optimums])
optimum = max(averages,key=itemgetter(2))
print(’Optimum Percent Similar Threshold = {0:.2f}’.format(optimum[0]))
print(’Optimum Threshold = {0:.2f}’.format(optimum[1]))
print(’Maximum F1 = {0:.4f}’.format(optimum[2]))

333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340

# Plotting f1s vs ps at 0.55 threshold
plot_f1s = [x[2] for x in averages if x[1] == 0.55]
plt.plot(ps_plot, plot_f1s)
plt.xlabel(’Similarity Threshold’)
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
# plt.title(’F1 Score vs PS at 0.55 threshold’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349

# Plotting f1s vs threshold at 0.2 ps
plot_f1s = [x[2] for x in averages if x[0] == 0.2]
plt.plot(thresh_plot, plot_f1s)
plt.xlabel(’Classification Threshold’)
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
# plt.title(’F1 Score vs Threshold at 0.2 Percent Similar’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

351
352
353
354
355
356
357

#Plotting number of products vs similarity threshold
plt.plot(ps_plot, ids_plot)
plt.xlabel(’Similarity Threshold’)
plt.ylabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
# plt.title(’Number of products vs similarity threshold’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

359
360
361
362
363
364

#Plotting f1 vs num ids
plt.plot(ids_plot,avg_avgf1)
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
plt.xlabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()

x = [’Nuclear’, ’Hydro’, ’Gas’, ’Oil’, ’Coal’, ’Biofuel’]
energy = [5, 6, 15, 22, 24, 8]
x_pos = [i for i, _ in enumerate(x)]
plt.bar(x_pos, energy, color=’green’)
plt.xlabel("Energy Source")
plt.ylabel("Energy Output (GJ)")
plt.title("Energy output from various fuel sources")
plt.xticks(x_pos, x)
plt.show()

132
365

plt.show()

367
368
369
370
371
372
373

# Plotting f1 vs comp ratio
plt.plot(comp_ratio_plot,avg_avgf1)
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
plt.xlabel(’Average Component Ratios’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Component Ratios’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413

# Plotting comp ratio and f1 vs num products in training set
x = ids_plot
y1 = comp_ratio_plot
y2 = avg_avgf1
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots()
color = ’tab:red’
ax1.set_xlabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
ax1.set_ylabel(’Ratio of Components Represented’, color=color)
ax1.plot(x, y1, color=color)
ax1.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
color = ’tab:blue’
ax2.set_ylabel(’Average F1 scores’, color=color) # we already handled the x-label with ax1
ax2.plot(x, y2, color=color)
ax2.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
fig.tight_layout() # otherwise the right y-label is slightly clipped
plt.axvline(x=27)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

416
417
418
419

# Plotting comp ratio and delta f1 vs num products in training set
d_f1 = []
for i in range(len(avg_avgf1) - 1):
d_f1.append((avg_avgf1[i+1] - avg_avgf1[i]) / (ids_plot[i+1] - ids_plot[i]))

421
422
423
424
425
426
427

x = ids_plot[1:]
y1 = comp_ratio_plot[1:]
y2 = d_f1
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots()
color = ’red’
ax1.set_xlabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
ax1.set_ylabel(’Ratio of Component Basis Terms Covered in Training Set’, color=color)

# Plotting comp ratio and num prods vs f1
x = avg_avgf1
y1 = comp_ratio_plot
y2 = ids_plot
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots()
color = ’tab:red’
ax1.set_xlabel(’time (s)’)
ax1.set_ylabel(’exp’, color=color)
ax1.plot(x, y1, color=color)
ax1.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
color = ’tab:blue’
ax2.set_ylabel(’sin’, color=color) # we already handled the x-label with ax1
ax2.plot(x, y2, color=color)
ax2.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
fig.tight_layout() # otherwise the right y-label is slightly clipped
plt.show()
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428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438

ax1.plot(x, y1, color=color)
ax1.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
color = ’darkblue’
ax2.set_ylabel(’Change in Average F1 Scores’, color=color) # we already handled the x-label with ax1
ax2.plot(x, y2, color=color)
ax2.tick_params(axis=’y’, labelcolor=color)
fig.tight_layout() # otherwise the right y-label is slightly clipped
plt.axvline(x=27,color=’black’,linewidth=2)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

441
442
443
444
445
446
447

# Plot comp ratio vs num prods
plt.plot(ids_plot,comp_ratio_plot)
plt.xlabel(’Average Number of Proucts in Training Set’)
plt.ylabel(’Average Component Ratios’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

449
450
451
452
453
454
455

#Plotting delta f1 vs num prods
plt.plot(ids_plot[1:], d_f1)
plt.ylabel(’Change in Average F1 Scores’)
plt.xlabel(’Average Number of Products in Training Set’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464

#Plotting delta f1 vs comp ratio
plt.plot(comp_ratio_plot[1:], d_f1)
plt.ylabel(’Change in Average F1 Scores’)
plt.xlabel(’Average Component Ratio’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.axvline(x=0.75)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476

# Plotting # Prods vs time
plot_time = [x[1] for x in ps_time]
plot_num_ids = [x[0] for x in ps_time]
plot_time.sort()
plot_num_ids.sort()
plt.plot(plot_time, plot_num_ids)
plt.xlabel(’Time (s)’)
plt.ylabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
# plt.title(’Number of Products vs. Time ’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

479
480

# 3D Scatter Plot
ax = plt.axes(projection=’3d’)

482
483
484
485

zdata = f1_3d
ydata2 = ids_3d
xdata = ps_3d
ydata = thresh_3d

487
488
489
490

# Data for three-dimensional scattered points of F1
ax.scatter3D(xdata, ydata, zdata, c=zdata, cmap=’Dark2’);
ax.set_xlabel(’Similarity Threshold’)
ax.set_ylabel(’Classification Threshold’)
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491
492

ax.set_zlabel(’Average F1 Score’);
plt.show()

495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

505
506
507

# Optional write all data to a dataframe and csv file
# avg_df = pd.DataFrame(averages,columns = [’PS Thresh’,’Thresh’,’Avg F1’, ’Avg IDs’])
# avg_df.to_csv(’averages.csv’,index = False, header=True)

509
510

end = time.time()
print(’Time is {0:.2f}’.format(end - start))

512
513
514
515
516

#
#
#
#
#

519
520
521

# Scatter plot Num Prods and Comp Ratio
scatter_comp_ratio = [x[0] for x in scatter_keep if x[1] > 0]
scatter_keep_ids = [x[1] for x in scatter_keep if x[1] > 0]

523
524
525

scatter_highlight = [x for x in scatter_keep if x[0] > 0.7 and x[1] < 40]
scatter_cr_highlight = [x[0] for x in scatter_highlight if x[1] > 0]
scatter_ids_highlight = [x[1] for x in scatter_highlight if x[1] > 0]

527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534

plt.scatter(scatter_keep_ids,scatter_comp_ratio, color = "blue")
plt.scatter(scatter_ids_highlight,scatter_cr_highlight, color = "red")
plt.ylabel(’Ratio of Component Basis Terms Covered in Training Set’)
plt.xlabel(’Number of Products in Training Set’)
plt.axhline(y=0.7)
plt.axvline(x=40)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

537
538

#############################
## TRYING BEST IDS #########

540
541

f1s = []
save_data2 = []

543
544

# 30 best_ids
best_ids = [319, 370, 380, 603, 364, 225, 652, 689, 688, 697, 609, 357, 712, 605, 208, 606, 206, 345, 335, 599, 601, 615, 686, 358,
376, 366, 670, 334, 305, 671]

546
547

# Remove best_ids from all_train_ids
test_ids = [x for x in all_train_ids if x not in best_ids]

549

train_df = train_df_whole[train_df_whole[’id’].isin(best_ids)]

551

comb_sort = counter_pandas(train_df)

## 3D Scatter plot of percent similar, num ids, f1: Kind of weird
# Data for three-dimensional scattered points of ids
ax2 = plt.axes(projection=’3d’)
ax2.scatter3D(xdata, ydata2, zdata, c=zdata, cmap=’Dark2’);
ax2.set_xlabel(’Percent Similar’)
ax2.set_ylabel(’Num IDs’)
ax2.set_zlabel(’F1 Score’);
plt.show()

#3D Surface Plot
X, Y, Z = np.meshgrid(xdata, ydata, zdata)
fig = plt.figure()
# ax = plt.axes(projection=’3d’)
ax.contour3D(X, Y, Z, 50, cmap=’binary’)
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553

for test_id in test_ids:

555
556

test_df = train_df_whole[train_df_whole[’id’]==test_id]
test_list = df_to_list(test_df)

558
559
560

for t in range(10, 100, 5):
threshold = t / 100
print(test_id, ’ ’, threshold)

562

thresh_results = get_top_results(comb_sort, threshold)

564
565
566
567

# Find the F1 score of the verification test by comparing the learned results with the known function/flows
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results,
test_list)
# num_train_comps = len(train_comps)

569

save_data2.append((test_id, threshold, f1))

571

# points.append((ps_thresh, threshold, f1))

573

f1s.append(f1)

575

all_data2 = pd.DataFrame(save_data2,columns = [’Test Product ID’, ’Thresh’,’F1’])

577
578
579
580
581
582
583

thresh_plot = []
avg_f1s = []
anova = []
for t in range(10, 100, 5):
threshold = t/100
avg_f1s.append(mean(all_data2[’F1’][(all_data2[’Thresh’] == threshold)]))
thresh_plot.append(threshold)

586
587
588

## ANOVA on all_data and subset data for F1s at each threshold
all_f1s = all_data[’F1’][(all_data[’Thresh’] == threshold)]
subset_f1s = all_data2[’F1’][(all_data[’Thresh’] == threshold)]

590

anova.append((threshold, stats.f_oneway(all_f1s, subset_f1s)))

594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601

#Plotting f1 vs thresholds for best_ids
plt.plot(thresh_plot,avg_f1s)
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
plt.xlabel(’Classification Threshold’)
plt.ylim(0.19,0.46)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613

#Plotting f1 vs thresholds for best_ids and regular at 0.2 ps
plot_f1s = [x[2] for x in averages if x[0] == 0.2]
plt.plot(thresh_plot,plot_f1s, linewidth=2, linestyle=’dashed’, label="Full Dataset")
plt.plot(thresh_plot,avg_f1s, label="Reduced Dataset")
plt.ylabel(’Average F1 Score’)
plt.xlabel(’Classification Threshold’)
plt.ylim(0.19,0.46)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()
plt.legend()
plt.show()
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616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625

#Plotting percentage of accuracy of reduced dataset vs full dataset
percent = [full / reduced for full,reduced in zip(avg_f1s, plot_f1s)]
avg_percent = mean(percent)
# plt.plot(thresh_plot,plot_f1s
plt.plot(thresh_plot,percent)
plt.ylabel(’Percent of Accuracy Achieved by Reduced Dataset’)
plt.xlabel(’Classification Threshold’)
# plt.title(’Avg F1 score vs Number of Products’)
plt.grid()
plt.show()

629

############################

D.3 AutoFunc Tests
D.3.1 AutoFunc Test: test_find_f1.py
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10

from autofunc.get_precision_recall import precision_recall
from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.split_learning_verification import split_learning_verification
from autofunc.df_to_list import df_to_list
from autofunc.make_df import make_df
import pandas as pd
import os.path
def test1():

12

""" Test to find F1 score by manually selecting product id(s) from original data to test """

14
15

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

17

train_data = make_df(file_to_learn)

19
20

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of frequency values
threshold = 0.7

22
23

## Choose ID(s) from learning file to separate into the testing set
test_ids = [691, 169]

25

test_df, train_df = split_learning_verification(train_data, test_ids)

27

test_list = df_to_list(test_df)

29
30

comb_sort = counter_pandas(train_df)
thresh_results = get_top_results(comb_sort, threshold)

32
33

# Find the F1 score
learned_dict, matched, overmatched, unmatched, recall, precision, f1 = precision_recall(thresh_results, test_list)

35
36

assert len(learned_dict) !=0
assert f1>0

137

D.3.2 AutoFunc Test: test_get_counts.py
1
2
3

from autofunc.counter_pandas_with_counts import counter_pandas_with_counts
import os.path
from autofunc.make_df import make_df

5

def test1():

7

""" Testing the counter function. When using the consumer_systems dataset, housing is the most common component """

9
10

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file1 = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

12

df = make_df(file1)

14

comb_sort, counts, combos = counter_pandas_with_counts(df)

16

max_component_name = max(counts, key=counts.get)

18

assert max_component_name == ’housing’

D.3.3 AutoFunc Test: test_get_func_rep.py
1
2
3
4
5

from autofunc.get_top_results import get_top_results
from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
from autofunc.get_func_rep import get_func_rep
import os.path
import pandas as pd

7

def test_1():

10

""" Example showing how to automate functional representation with frequency values"""

12
13
14

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_test = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

16
17

test_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_test)
combos_sorted = counter_pandas(test_data)

19
20
21

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of confidence values
threshold = 0.5
thresh_results = get_top_results(combos_sorted, threshold)

23
24

# Use a known product for verification
input_file = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/InputExample.csv’)

26
27

# Get dictionary of functions and flows for each component based on data mining
results, unmatched = get_func_rep(thresh_results, input_file, True)

29
30

assert results[’screw’][0][0] == ’couple solid’
assert ’cheese’ in unmatched

34

def test_2():

138
36

""" Example showing how to automate result finding without frequency values """

38
39
40

# Dataset used for data mining
script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_test = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

42
43

test_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_test)
combos_sorted = counter_pandas(test_data)

45
46
47

# Use a threshold to get the top XX% of confidence values
threshold = 0.5
thresh_results = get_top_results(combos_sorted, threshold)

49
50

# Use a known product for verification
input_file = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/InputExample.csv’)

52
53

# Get dictionary of functions and flows for each component based on data mining
results, unmatched = get_func_rep(thresh_results, input_file, False)

55
56

assert results[’screw’][0] == ’couple solid’
assert ’cheese’ in unmatched

D.3.4 AutoFunc Test: test_get_similarities.py
1
2
3

from autofunc.find_similarities import find_similarities
import pandas as pd
import os.path

6

def test1():

8

""" Testing to ensure the main diagonal of the similarity matrix is 1"""

10
11

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_learn = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/blade_systems.csv’)

13

train_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_learn)

15
16

## Make similarity dataframe
similarity_df = find_similarities(train_data)

18

assert similarity_df.iat[0,0] == 1.0

D.3.5 AutoFunc Test: test_sort_combos.py
1
2
3

from autofunc.counter_pandas import counter_pandas
import os.path
import pandas as pd

6

def test_1():

8
9
10

"""
Testing that the highest confidence result for the screw component is couple solid, which is what
a screw does almost exclusively

139
11

"""

13
14

script_dir = os.path.dirname(__file__)
file_to_test = os.path.join(script_dir, ’../assets/consumer_systems.csv’)

16

test_data = pd.read_csv(file_to_test)

18

combos_sorted = counter_pandas(test_data)

20

assert combos_sorted[’screw’][0][0] == ’couple solid’

